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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
VER since its discovery in the beginning of the century the nucleus has been 
subject of intensive research. The fact that essentially all the atoms mass and 
an electrical charge, equal to that of the electrons occupying almost the entire 
atomic volume, is located in this tiny object was a hint that something extraordi­
nary is going on inside it. 
1.1 High Energy or Elementary Particle Physics 
In the years that followed it turned out that the nucleus contains positively charged 
particles - protons. The number of protons in a nucleus can be determined from 
the totaJ charge of the nucleus or from the number of electrons that surround it. 
But that number of protons cannot account for the mass of the entire nucleus. 
Most nuclei contain in addition a number of neutral particles - neutrons. 
There is no experimental evidence that normal nuclei contain anything but 
these positive and neutral objects. Such a system cannot be explained if we assume 
that only the well known electromagnetic and gravitational forces are involved -
the electromagnetic force opposes the formation of such nuclei rather than that it 
binds them together as strongly as observed and the gravitational force is of no 
importance at this mass scale. Hence, there must be an additional force, much 
stronger than the electromagnetic force, yet hardly noticeable in everyday life. 
A question that arises when the structure of the nucleus is discussed is whether 
the particles that comprise the nucleus are composite themselves. If they are, what 
are their components and what keeps them together? 
The nuclear force and the particles that experience it have been one of the 
main subjects in Nuclear Physics of the last decades. In fact, they have yielded a 
new branch of Physics. Its name reflects its dual interest - High Energy Physics 
or Elementary Particle Physics. Which name you use is usually a mat ter of taste 
and, moreover, of mood. 
1.2 The Basic Ideas 
In this section the notions needed in the rest of this thesis are introduced. It is by 
no means a comprehensive theoretical description, but rather a selection of ideas 
currently used in the field, presented in an oversimplified way. 
Protons, neutrons and electrons are only two of a wide variety of particles, 
most of which are very instable and are not encountered in everyday life. The 
average time before these other particles decay ranges from I O - 6 to 1 0 - 2 3 sec. 
These particles can be crudely grouped into hadrons and leptons. Protons and 
neutrons are examples of hadrons, electrons are leptons. 
ε 
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The properties of the hadrons can, to large extent, be explained if we assume 
they are composite and consist of entities called quarks. The hadrons can be 
classified into baryons and mesons. The baryons contain 3 quarks, the mesons a 
quark and an anti-quark, the anti-particle of a quark (we will often denote both 
quarks and anti-quarks by 'quarks'). 
To explain all hadrons that have ever been encountered in experiments re­
quires 5 types or 'flavors' of quark and anti-quarks. It is believed that the ex­
istence of 6 flavors is theoretically better understandable than 5. Searches for 
hadrons carrying the sixth flavor are carried out with great intensity. The prop­
erties of the different types of quark are in a sense very similar. However, their 
mass is very different, even though it cannot be measured directly. 
Quarks have never been detected as free particle and many theories predict 
that they are confined to hadrons - the energy needed to separate the quarks that 
constitute a hadron is so large that new matter will be created out of vacuum 
between the quarks, creating new hadrons but never yielding a free quark. In very 
extreme conditions free quarks might exist, but these conditions can, in any case, 
not be simulated in the laboratory (yet?). 
The nuclear binding can be explained by two forces. The weakest of the two, 
called ' the weak force' is in fact much weaker than the well known electromagnetic 
force. It acts on hadrons and leptons and is responsible for the nuclear /î-decay. 
Modem theory 'unifies' this weak force with the electromagnetic one - both are 
a manifestation of the more fundamental 'eleciroweak'' force. A theory has been 
developed that explains many features of the electroweak force. It is known as 
'the Standard ModeV. It introduces as mediators of the force, in addition to the 
massless photon three heavy gauge bosons (about 80 proton masses). 
The strongest of the two forces is appropriately called ' the strong force'. It 
is, apart from binding the nucleus, responsible for the attraction between quarks, 
binding them in hadrons. This strong force has a very short range - it is only 'felt' 
at distances of about 1 0 - 1 5 m. The theory of 'Quantum Chromo Dynamics' is used 
to describe some of the known characteristics of the strong force. It introduces 
the concept of 'color' to denote the charge carried by the quarks. This color is 
somewhat like the electrical charge, but there are 3 colors in stead of 2 charges. 
The force tends to bind colored objects into 'color neutral ' ones. One color is 
neutralized either by its anti-color (carried by anti-quarks) or by the 2 other colors. 
The force is mediated by a massless gluon. 
The magnitude of the force decreases fast at distances larger than 1 0 - 1 5 m. 
However, it is relatively smcdl at shorter distances as well. The bound colored 
objects are almost free, unless they tend to get further away than 1 0 - 1 5 m. The 
exact behavior of the force in the region of 1 0 - 1 5 m is still rather unclear. 
The strong force 'conserves' many properties of particles. This means these 
properties cannot change by a reaction mediated by the strong force. Some of 
these properties are not conserved by the electroweak force (there are even some 
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differences between the electromagnetic and the weak component in this aspect). 
An example, important in this thesis, is the flavor of the quark. It is conserved by 
the strong force, but not necessarily by the weak force. 
Protons and neutrons contain only quarks of the two lightest flavors, the up 
and cfown quarks (the proton can be described as uud, the neutron as udd). Of 
the other quarks, the strange one is the lightest. The Λ hyperon is a proton with 
one of the u quarks replaced by an s quark. The lightest mesons are the three π 
mesons π
+
, тг" and π 0 . They axe explained as ud, dû and uu + dd (a mixture of 
uu and dd), respectively. Replacing one of the light quarks by a strange one yields 
the four kaons: K+ (us), К' (зйЦі0 (ds) and К0 (sd). 
The neutral kaons K0 and K0 illustrate the difference between the forces. 
The strong force 'distinguishes' between these particles, but the weak interaction 
can transform between them very easily. In fact, when the strong force does not 
dominate anymore (at large distance), only two equally mixed states of K0 and 
K0 are detectable. One of them, the Kg, has a mean life time of about 1 0 - 1 0 sec., 
for the other, the K^, this is I O - 8 sec. 
1.3 The NA22 Experiment 
One of the most common methods to study nuclei and their components consists 
in colliding two very energetic particles and study the particles that emerge from 
the collision. At first, this was accomplished by colliding a beam of accelerated 
particles with a target particle at rest - the so-called fixed-target experiments. 
Recently most collision experiments use the energy invested in the accelaration of 
the particles more efficiently by colliding two beams of high energy particles. 
The analysis presented in this thesis is based on the NA22 experiment, carried 
out at the European Center for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva. 11 labs 
from 8 countries (Aachen, Brussels/Antwerp, Berlin-Zeuthen, Helsinki, Krakow, 
Moscow, Nijmegen, Rio de Janeiro, Serpukhov, Warsaw and Yerevan) collaborate 
in this experiment. 
It is a fixed target experiment in which a mixed beam is aimed at a bubble 
chamber, containing mainly liquid hydrogen. The nuclei of the hydrogen (protons) 
serve as target particles. The bubble chamber also serves as the main interaction 
detector. In addition, the experiment makes use of electronic detectors to gain 
additional information about interaction products. 
The beam contains π + and K+ mesons and protons. Data have been taken 
mainly of the meson induced interactions. The collaboration has published the 
results of several studies in j o u r n a l s ' 1 - 1 5 ! . In this thesis only the meson induced 
data are used. 
One of the main goals of the experiment is to learn from a comparison of 
the π+p and K+p data what happens to the strange quaxk, contained in the K+ 
particle. For that it is necessary to detect strange interaction products. 
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1.4 This Thesis 
In this thesis we concentrate on neutral strange interaction products and draw 
some first conclusions about the fate of the strange quark. In chapter 2 the ex-
perimental setup is described and in chapter 3 the series of computer programs 
that perform data reduction. In chapter 4 we go into the selection of events and 
neutral kaons. The calculations needed to correct for losses and background are 
described there as well. In chapter 5 inclusive and semi-inclusive distributions are 
presented and compared to data obtained in experiments at lower beam energy. 
In chapter 6 the data are compared to model predictions. In chapter 7 the main 
conclusions are summarized. 
1.5 Definition of Variables 
In this section we define the variables commonly used in investigations of high 
energy phenomena. 
The squared invariant mass of the system of incoming particles 
•» = (Еъелт + ^target) — (Pbeam + Ptarget) 
is the most important quantity of the event as a whole. In fact, it is the only one 
we will use here. All other variables refer to either one particle or a system of 
several particles from the event. 
The four-momentum (E, p) of the particles involved in the interaction is the 
basic quantity. The energy component E is given via the relation E = y/m2 + ρ 2 , 
where m is the mass of the particle. The three-momentum ρ is measured in 
the laboratory (lab) frame and denoted by йаЬ· For most physics investigations 
calculations in the center of mass system (c.m.s.) are more appropriate. The 
transformed momentum is denoted by p
c m s
 or p*. 
In all definitions the principal axis in the center of mass system (c.m.s.) is 
chosen parallel to the incoming particles. It is usually called the longitudinal axis 
or x-axis, the plane perpendicular to this axis the transverse pleine. In view of 
the symmetry of the physics under rotations around the longitudinal axis there 
is no specific у от ζ axis defined in the transverse pleine. A vector quantity like 
p* is decomposed into a longitudinal component and the absolute value of the 
components in the transverse plane. Most veiriables are defined in terms of these 
components. We further use рі
а
ь and p* to denote the absolute value of plab and p*, 
respectively. Common variables eire: 
1. The momentum ріаь or p*. 
2. The transverse component of the momentum 
ΡΓ = 0»;+Ρ5· 
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3. The Feynman χ variable defined as 
P i 
xF = 
with pmu the maximum momentum this particle can possibly have in this 
interaction. At low energies this maximum momentum depends strongly on 
the mass m of the particle and on other particles that need be produced in 
the interaction in order to satisfy conservation laws. However, if the relation 
m ·< \/s holds 
2ρχ 
XF = —j= 
is a good approximation. 
4. The rapidity y is defined as 
1. Д + р , 
υ = — In . 
V
 2 E-Vt 
This variable has the nice property that a transformation of {E, p) to another 
system results in a shift in y by a constant value, independent of E and 
p. This property is often described as the shape of the ¡/-distribution being 
Lorentz invariant. Although rapidity can be defined in any Lorentz frame, the 
common convention is to use y to denote the c.m.s. rapidity. In this thesis 
we conform to that convention, unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
For m «С ρ the rapidity reduces to the pseudo-rapidity 
η = — In tan — = — In 
2 p + P; 
'« 
where θ denotes the angle between ρ and the x-ajds. This variable can be 
calculated if only the direction of ρ is known, but not its absolute value. It is 
often used by experiments that cannot measure p. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Experimental Set-up 
Г
НЕ data of the NA22 experiment have been acquired in the North Area of 
the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) in 2 running periods, one in sum­
mer '82 (referred to as run A), the second a year later (run B). In this experiment 
a mixed K+/π+/ρ beam is steered onto the hydrogen filled rapid cycling bubble 
chamber (RCBC). The bubble chamber and various coimter detectors together 
form the European Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS)! 1 ! . In the beam line of the exper­
iment a few additional detectors are used to define an interaction and trigger the 
rest of the set-up to record this event. 
The main part of the EHS set-up is drawn schematically in figure 2.1. The 
•e>-»« 
U* MIWJ Dl 
RCBC SAD 
О 
чг 
[•MD 
Figure 2.1 EHS as used during the NA22 run B. Devices named in line a) 
are used (primarily) for charged particle momentum reconstruction. 
Line b) refers to detectors for charged particle identification, c) to 
neutral particle detectors and d) to detectors involved in the trigger 
logic. 
various components will be described in more detail in the following sections. Most 
of the devices have a rather long name. Abbreviations will be used throughout 
this thesis and in particular in this chapter. They will be introduced in brackets 
(preferably) after the first reference to the device. 
2.1 The Beam 
The primary proton beam is extracted from the SPS at a momentum of 400 Ge\yc. 
Secondary particles are obtained by scattering the beam off the beryllium tar­
get T2. Positive particles of 250 Ge\yc momenttim are selected and steered into 
EHS by the 600 m long beam line H2 leading to EHS. The spread in this beam 
momentum is 0.3%, while its nominal value has an uncertainty of 0.5%. 
To enrich the meson content, the beam is passed through a 5.5 m thick po­
lyethylene filter. Since the absorption length of this material is shorter for pions 
than for kaons and shorter yet for protons, this results in an increased π·+/ρ and a 
somewhat increased K+/тг* ratio. However, the undesired μ component is enriched 
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by this technique, relative to the hadronic component, to 27% of the total beam 
content. The hadronic component itself comprises 46% protons, 39% pions and 
15% kaons. 
Behind the filter, the beam is focussed in the (horizontal) г direction. The 
minimal width of the beam is obtained 12.5 m behind the bubble chamber. 
During the flat top of an SPS spill (1.8 seconds for run A and 2.8 for run B) 
about 3 x 104 particles reach RCBC. As some of the detectors perform badly when 
exposed to large intensities, the following two measures are taken to reduce the 
number of useless particles: 
a. A kicker magnet deflects the beam for the rest of the sensitive time of the 
bubble chamber (in total 500 μβ for run A and 1000 /ÍS for run B) after an 
interaction has triggered the registration of an event. Thus irrelevant beam 
particles are prevented from diffusing the RCBC picture. 
b. A disc with a sleeve in it, rotating at the cycling frequency of the chamber, the 
so-called chopper, avoids unnecessary background in the spectrometer when 
the bubble chamber is not sensitive. 
The identity of the beam particle is determined with the help of two differential 
Öerenkov counters. Two proportional wire chambers are used to reconstruct the 
direction of its momentum. Further details on the beam can be found in [2]. 
2.2 The Target/Vertex Detector 
All interactions studied in NA22 take place inside the Rapid Cycling Bubble Cham-
ber (RCBC). 
The fiducial volume of this chamber forms a cylinder, with the axis orientated 
along the z-axis. The negative ζ basis of the chamber consist of a hydraulically 
driven piston, that controls the compression and expansion of the chamber. On the 
positive ζ side 3 cameras are mounted behind a glass shield, allowing t o take pho­
tographs of the inside of the chamber at stereo angles. The cameras are positioned 
at an angle of about 16° with respect to the z-axis. 
The chamber is filled with liquid hydrogen at 25 0K. At the start of the sensi­
tive time the piston is moved outwards, to bring the liquid below its critical density. 
Charged particles traversing the hydrogen in this situation ionize hydrogen atoms 
along their path. Around these ions boiling pits are formed. These grow in about 
1 msec to a size of about 250 μιη, such that they can be photographed. After that 
time the liquid is recompressed, the bubbles collapse and the normal liquid state 
is restored. 
With RCBC this cycle can be repeated at a high rate. In this experiment the 
running frequency was 15 Hz. 
The nuclei of the hydrogen atoms, consisting of a single proton, act as the 
main target of the experiment. In addition, two thin foils, one made of gold, the 
other of aluminum, are mounted in the chamber. About 3% of the interactions in 
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the fiducial volume take place in the nuclei of each of the foils. These interactions 
are studied separately and will not be discussed in this thesis. 
The pictures taken allow the exact determination of the number (multiplicity) 
and the path (track) of all charged particles, as well as the position of their mutual 
origin (vertex). This holds for the primary interaction as well as for secondary 
decay and interaction points. 
The energy needed to ionize the hydrogen is transferred in the interaction 
between the traversing particle and the electron of the hydrogen. This energy 
transfer per unit length, and consequently the number of boiling pits, depend 
strongly on the velocity of the particle. The bubble density, combined with the 
knowledge of the momentum (see below), can be used to determine the mass of the 
particle and hence to deduce its identity. In practice, electrons can be distinguished 
from other particles up to 0.2 GéV/c, pions from protons up to 1.2 GeV/c. 
Particles with very low velocity can stop entirely in the chamber. Б о т their 
path length and their behavior at the stopping point (do they decay and how?), 
additional information as to their identity can be gathered. 
Some quantities, characterizing the operating conditions of the chamber, are 
given in table 2.1. 
diameter 
depth 
exit window 
vacuum tank window 
sensitive time 
running frequency 
average number of beam tracks 
per expansion 
average bubble size 
two track resolution 
distance camera-bubble chamber 
demagnification 
separation of camera's 
85 cm 
40 cm 
1.6 mm stainless steel 
1 mm Al and 2 mm glass 
reinforced plastic (GRP) 
0.5 msec (run A) 
1.0 msec (run B) 
15 Hz 
10 
250 μπι 
0.5 mm 
1.5 m 
16 
70 cm giving a 21° stereo angle 
Table 2.1 RCBC characteristics 
2.3 Magnets and Wire/Drift Chambers 
The momentum of the charged particles produced in the interactions can be ac­
curately calculated from their deflection in a magnetic field. The field causes the 
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particles to move on a curved path, with a radius depending on the momentum. 
Measurement of the position of the particle at various points with high accuracy 
allows reconstruction of this radius and subsequently calculation of the momen­
tum. 
The magnet M l embeds RCBC, a set-up often encountered in bubble chamber 
experiments. Its field is such that particles carrying momentum below 1 Ge\7c are 
curved enough to allow momentum determination with a resolution of {Δρ/ρ)~2%. 
To allow determination of the momentum of faster particles, RCBC is comple­
mented by the upstream and downstream spectrometer. It contains an additional 
magnet M2 17 m downstream of the bubble chamber and three proportional wire-
and six drift chambers. 
Two of the wire chambers (Ul and U3) are placed upstream of RCBC and 
are used for detection of the beam particle. These two chambers will be denoted 
the upstream or zeroeth lever arm. The remaining wire chamber W2 and three of 
the drift chambers (D1-D3) are positioned between the two magnets, and usually 
referred to as the first lever arm. The remaining three drift chambers (D4-D6), 
positioned behind the second magnet, comprise the second lever arm. 
2.3.1 T h e m a g n e t s 
The magnet M l embedding RCBC consists of two independent coils, operating at 
a current of 2600 Ampère. This yields a field of 2 Tesla and a total bending power 
of 2 Tm for particles originating at the center of RCBC. 
Particles with momentum above 50 Ge\7c have a good chance to pass through 
the 100 x 40 cm2 aperture of the conventional, C-shaped magnet M2. During run A 
this magnet was operated at a current of 1000 A, generating a magnetic field of 
1.5 Τ parallel to that of M l . To improve geometrical acceptance for particles 
in the intermediate momentum range of 20 to 50 Ge\yc, the field was turned in 
the opposite direction and its magnitude was reduced to 0.75 Τ for run B. This 
configuration, however, reduces slightly the momentum resolution of the very fast 
tracks. 
2.3.2 T h e wire and drift chambers 
The spectrometer contains in total three multi-wire proportional chambers 
(MWPC or simply "wire chambers") and six drift chambers (DC). Both types 
of chamber contain a number of planes, each plane containing a number of anode 
and cathode wires. The volume of the chambers is filled with so-called 'magic gas'. 
A charged particle traversing this gas ionizes the gas and the electrons thus freed 
drift towards the anode wires, where they can be detected. 
In a wire chamber the wires are very close to each other (2 m m in our cham­
bers), so that the coordinate of the particles passage can be determined from the 
'center of gravity' of the wires hit. 
Since the spacing between the wires in a DC is much larger (48 mm), the 
electrons are collected at one single wire. The chambers are constructed in a 
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way that the electrons travel at a constant velocity. From the time it takes the 
avalanche t o reach the wire, one can, knowing the drift velocity, calculate the 
coordinate. 
With a drift chamber, the measurement can be done much more accurately 
and with less electronics and data volume than with a wire chamber. A wire 
chamber, on the other hand, is less sensitive to magnetic fields. Moreover, the 
wire chamber operates much faster and is thus more suited for trigger purposes. 
The 0 t h lever arm contains two relatively small MWPCs, U l and U3, each 
having a useful area of 26 χ 36 cm 2 and 5 wire planes. 
The third wire chamber W2 is located 1.7 m downstream of the center of 
RCBC, still in the fringe field of M l . The 7 planes of this chamber cover an area 
of 120 x 215 c m 2 . Run A data contain only information from 6 planes, since the 
7ib plane had not yet been installed at that time. 
Apart from W2, the first lever arm includes three DCs (D1,D2 and D3). 
They have an acceptance of 425 x 210 cm 2 , whereas the remaining three chambers 
(D4,D5 and D6), covering 130 χ 200 cm 2 are located behind M2. 
Charged tracks that are detected in the spectrometer can be reconstructed 
with a resolution of (Δρ/ρ) ~2.5% at 30 GeV/c and (Δρ/ρ) ~1.5% above 100 GeV/c'3!. 
2.4 Devices for Charged Particle Identification 
The NA22 set-up provides 5 devices that can be used effectively for the mass 
determination of charged particles. (As a matter of fact, also the geometrical 
shape of energy showers deposited in the calorimeters can be used to distinguish 
between particles of different masses, but apart from the recognition of electrons 
this information is not accurate enough. We will not pursue this matter any 
further.) The 5 devices operate in different momentum regions. A short description 
of each of them follows below. A more comprehensive survey can be found in [4]. 
2.4.1 R C B C a s particle identifier 
As pointed out above, it is possible to distinguish protons from mesons up to 
1.2 GéV/c from the intensity of ionization of their track in RCBC. The limit for 
Κ ¡π separation is 600 Me\7c, that for е/тг 200 Me\/c. 
In addition, particles that are stopped in RCBC can be identified from their 
path length and by their decay mode; Positive stopping particles that do not decay 
can be safely considered proton. Similarly it is possible to distinguish between 
π
+
 —• μ+ν, K+ —» π + π 0 and Κ+ —* μ+ν. Negative particles are generally too fast 
to be stopped in the bubble chamber. The technical details of the bubble chamber 
are given in section 2.2. 
2.4.2 T h e Sil ica Aerogel D e t e c t o r 
The Silica Aerogel Detector (SAD)! 5 ' , positioned just behind M l , is a Cerenkov 
counter with silica aerogel used as radiator. SAD consists of 18 modules arranged 
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in such a way that particles of high momentum (PLAB > 4 Се\ус) can pass undis­
turbed through a 80 χ 100 cm 2 hole in the middle. The aerogel has a refractive 
index of 1.031, so the threshold momentum for Cerenkov radiation for pions, kaons 
and protons is 0.56, 2.0 and 3.8 Ge\/c, respectively. 
2.4.3 The pictorial drift chamber ISIS 
The name ISIS stands for Identification of Secondaries by Ionization Sampling and 
reflects the method used for identifying particles by this device'6!. 
The 512 x 400 x 200 c m 3 chamber consists of one single horizontal plane of 
640 wires spanned in the ζ direction at half the chamber height. The wires are 
connected in pairs to 320 channels of multi-hit electronics. T h e Аг/СОг mixture is 
ionized by charged particles traversing the volume of the chamber. The electrons 
drift in a 500 V/m uniform electric field to the wire plane. The electronics allow 
recording of both drift time and ionization yield for 30-50 tracks/event. 
Due t o the large number of samplings of the ionization deposited by each 
track it is possible to obtain an accurate estimate of the average ionization, not 
sensitive to intrinsic fluctuations of the ionization. 
This average ionization is different for particles of various mass at similar 
momentum. The difference is such that ISIS allows separation of: 
Ф \ f 2 ) ί 25 Λ 
π/Κ > for momenta between < 4 > and < 30 > GéW/c 
K/p] [l) 130 J 
at one standard deviation. Beyond these limits the device can still be used, but 
one has to take increasing contamination into account. 
2.4.4 T h e Forward Öerenkov 
Particles reaching the 2 n d lever arm have a good chance to enter the helium filled 
Forward Öerenkov'7! counter positioned just behind D4. 
The helium is maintained at normal pressure inside the 12 m long detector. 
Its refractive index can be varied by heating the gas. During NA22 data taking 
the temperature of the helium was 5730K, corresponding to a refractive index of 
ss 1 + 1 8 x Ю - 6 . The resulting thresholds for π, К and ρ are 24, 82 and 156 Ge^c, 
respectively. 
2.4.5 The Transit ion Radiat ion D e t e c t o r 
The last detector used for charged particle identification, just upstream the last 
drift chamber D6, operates on yet another type of radiation, emitted by particles at 
ultra-relativistic momenta when they pass between media with different refractive 
indices. The TVansition Radiation Detector ( T R D ) ' 8 ! is made of 20 sampling units, 
containing a radiator stack of carbon fibres of 7 μτη diameter and 5-7 mm length 
in Xenon environment, followed by a proportional wire chamber to measure the 
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amount of radiation emitted. The dimensions of the detector are 3.5 x 1 x 2 m3 and 
it can separate pions from kaons and protons beyond 80 GeX^c. The performance 
in fact improves at higher momenta. 
2.5 Neutral Particle Detection - Calorimeters 
A calorimeter is a device for measuring the energy of a particle. The principle of 
its operation is that the particles to be measured interact with the material of the 
calorimeter and the secondaries coming from these interactions interact again and 
so on. Finally only low energy particles, mainly photons and electrons remain. 
Those are detected by a scintillation counter. This avalanche of particles of ever 
smaller energy is known as a "shower". 
To absorb as much as possible of the initial energy, one needs many interaction 
lengths of interacting material (generally referred to as absorber). This means 
that the absorber should be as long as possible within budgetary constraints and 
should have as short as possible an interaction length. Since the interaction length 
depends on the type of initial particle, the absorber material should be chosen to 
'match' (again within the budget) the particles that should be absorbed in it. 
In order to measure the energy deposited in the absorber material, the cal-
orimeter usually contains several slices of the absorber material, with scintillator 
(sometimes equipped with separate readout) between the slices. The signal of 
these scintillators is fed to a photomultiplier (PM) and the analog output of that 
is converted to a digital signal by an Analog-to-Digital-Convertor (ADC). 
Four calorimeters are used in EHS: In each downstream lever arm one device 
is dedicated to the detection of photons ('gammas') and one to the detection of 
hadrons. The photon devices use lead glass as absorber, whereas iron is used in 
the hadronic calorimeters. 
Hadrons interact also with the photon calorimeters (gamma detectors), but 
the interaction length for that process is much larger than for the interaction of 
photons. Therefore, not all hadrons lose energy in the Gamma Detectors and if 
they do, they are usually not absorbed completely. This means that the energy 
of hadrons has to be reconstructed by combining the results of both types of 
calorimeter. 
The hadronic calorimeters absorb charged hadrons as well as neutral ones. 
As such, they allow reconstruction of all hadrons that fall inside their geometrical 
acceptance. Charged hadrons, however, are reconstructed through the wire and 
drift chambers with a very good accuracy, far better than what can be reached 
through calorimetry. On the other hand, neutral particles, that do not decay, 
cannot be reconstructed through any other device in EHS. The real advantage 
of the hadronic calorimeters, therefore, lies in the detection of neutral "stable" 
hadrons. 
The photomultipliers applied in the calorimeters generate a background 
(pedestal). For the hadron calorimeters, the background is continuously measured 
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and its average value is calculated for every cell by the on-line program. These 
average values are subtracted from the read-out before an event is written to tape. 
In addition, readout values of less than 3 ADC counts (roughly 100 Me\ycount, 
depending on the particular PM) above the average are discarded. 
The background readout of the photon calorimeters is also monitored, but not 
subtracted on-line. Optical fibers distribute the light from a single laser source 
almost equally over all counters. The responses are recorded and used to generate 
an accurate table of background values. 
2.5.1 The Intermediate G a m m a Detec tor ( I G D ) 
The IGD is positioned behind D3, covering an area of 195 χ 160 cm 2 . To allow 
particles fast enough to reach beyond the magnet M2 to pass undisturbed, it has 
a 90 χ 35 cm 2 (80 x 35 for run B) aperture in the center. IGD consists of 1136 
lead glass blocks, each connected to a PM to measure the energy deposited in the 
glass. Each block is 42 χ 5 χ 5 cm 3 , leading to resolutions in energy and space of 
Δ Ε 0.15 „ „ „ , 8.2 m m 
- — = —= + 0.02 and σ j = — . 
Both formula« refer to the full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) values and require 
E t o be entered in GeV. The 42 cm depth of the detector offer 42 electron radiation 
lengths. 
2.5.2 T h e Forward G a m m a D e t e c t o r ( F G D ) 
The structure of the FGD, situated behind D6, is somewhat more complex; It 
consists of three sections. The first is a wall of 28 lead glass blocks, each 60 χ 
15 x 15 cm 3 , to initiate the showering. A 3-plane scintillator hodoscope is used to 
measure the position of the shower accurately. A second lead glass wall absorbs the 
shower in 112 cells, 40-60 radiation lengths deep. The resolutions of FGD (again 
FWHM, E in GeV) are 
ΔΕ 0.10
 п л п 
= — = + 0.02 and σ = 2.5 mm. 
E у/Ё 
More details on the GDs and their performance can be found in [3] and [9]. 
2.5.3 T h e Intermediate Neutra l Calorimeter ( I N C ) 
Hadrons too slow to pass M2 are absorbed in INC. This device consists of 3 layers 
of iron blocks of 48 blocks each, sandwiched by scintillator plates. 
Perpendicular to the beam its shape resembles IGD; A rectangle covering 
185 χ 144 cm 2 , with a hole of 100 χ 42 cm 2 , to allow fast particles to pass M2 and 
enter the 2™ά lever arm (see figure 2.2a). 
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The 'base' and ' top ' of each layer consist of a single row of 12 blocks, 16.5 cm 
wide and 17.1 cm high. Between them 2 matrices, each containing 2 x 6 blocks 
of 41.2 x 16.8 c m 2 comprise the vertical arms. The length of every block along 
the beam axis is 33.5 cm giving a total of 11 interaction lengths for the 3 layers 
combined. 
INC was installed after the first run of NA22. In fact, IGD and M2 had to 
be moved to allow INC to be placed in between. This is the reason for a slight 
change in position for those devices between the two runs. 
a) b) 
Figure 2.2 The Intermediate(a) and Forward(b) Neutral Calorimeters 
2.5.4 T h e Forward N e u t r a l Calorimeter ( F N C ) 
The structure of F N C is simpler than that of INC; it consists of a 10x20 matrix 
of cells. Each cell contains 16 sampling units, each of these being a sequence of 
5 cm iron and 2 cm Plexipop scintillator. The transverse dimension of each cell 
is 15 χ 15 cm 2 . The total length of 1.14 m corresponds to 13 interaction lengths 
(figure 2.2b). 
FNC was fully operational during both NA22 runs. However, NA22 was the 
very first experiment that took FNC data. One of the consequences of that was, 
that the detector was not equipped with all the calibration aids that were planned. 
The method of calibration and the performance of this detector in NA22 will be 
described in detail in the following chapters. 
2.6 The Event Trigger 
The information collected from several of the EH S detectors is used to determine 
crudely whether an event has occurred. The logics is implemented as a piece of 
on-line software, that we will look into in this section. If the software calculations 
yield that an event may have occurred, the cameras of RCBC are activated and 
the readout of all electronics is recorded on tape. 
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Figure 2.3 The trigger components of NA22 (not to scale). 
The detectors playing a role in the trigger logic axe schematically drawn in 
figure 2.3. The trigger logic can be divided into 3 levels for NA22: 
level 0: At this level essentially two checks are made: 
a. Whether all essential detectors are ready for the recording of an event. 
This includes the detectors that play a role in the rest of the trigger logic, 
the bubble chamber, the wire- and drift chambers, ISIS and T R D . 
b. The four upstream scintillator counters T l , T2, VI and V2 are used to 
decide whether a beam particle has entered the set-up. 
level 1: At this level non-interacting beam tracks are vetoed: Two arrays of scin­
tillator strips, ITH having horizontal strips and ITV consisting of vertical 
strips, are positioned at 12 m downstream. Since the magnetic field causes 
the secondaries of an interaction to spread out in the vertical direction, 
more than one of the horizontal strips being hit is a convenient indication 
of an interaction. However, a lot of interaction products do not reach this 
far in the spectrometer, and if none or only one particle malees a hit, this 
would mean losing the interaction. Therefore the central vertical strip 
(ITV2) is used to determine whether that single track is close to the ex­
pected trajectory of a beam track. If not, an interaction is signalled yet. 
Note that this also covers the case were no particles reach 12 m. 
level 2: This level has two functions: 
a. The first is to use the information of the two differential Òerenkov coun-
ters (CEDARs) CI and C2 to reject the enormous number of protons 
present in the beam, inducing interactions. The pressure of the coun-
ters was adjusted to give a signal at the passage of a A'"1" or π + , re­
spectively. However, since the collaboration wanted a small number of 
proton induced interactions for calibration purposes, three rolls of data 
were taken with one CEDAR tuned to give a signal for protons instead 
of pions. 
The logic also accepts cases where both counters give signal. This never 
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happened, meaning that the discrimination efficiency is 100%. Bypass­
ing the CEDARs trigger, but recording their signal, one can conclude 
that the detection efficiency is about 75%. 
Logically this part of the trigger belongs to level 0, but due to the 
relatively slow response of the CEDARs it is added at level 2. 
b. To avoid triggering secondary interactions downstream of W2, cases 
where very few hits are seen in W2, but a lot more in ITH, are vetoed. 
The criterion is a total of at most three hits in planes 1 and 6 of W2 
and more than one in ITH. 
level 3: To avoid pictures that are confused by a large number of beam tracks, 
events are vetoed if the Optical Fiducial Volume Trigger (OFVT)' 1 0 ' reg­
isters more than 20 beams entering the chamber before the picture is taken. 
This part of the trigger was operational only during run A. 
The trigger logics can be summarized in the following formula: 
Experiment ready Λ [τΐ Λ T2 Λ (VI V V2) Λ ІТ г V (ITH > 2) Λ 
level 0 level 1 
( E W 2 < 3 ) Л (Cl V C2) Λ (ITH > 1) Λ V W2 < 3 Λ OFVT Λ Run A 
level 2 level 3 
2.7 Data Acquisition 
The readout of the EHS detectors is fed through CAMAC interfaces into the Data 
Acquisition System (DAS) operating on a NORD100 computer of Norsk Data. 
Monitoring of the various detectors is done with a NORD10 machine. Two high 
density (6250 bpi) tape units are connected to the NORD100 and are used (for 
efficiency) in turn to write the electronic data on tape. 
An event is recorded when the trigger condition is satisfied; this initiates the 
operation of the RGB С flashes and cameras and, simultaneously, the copying of 
all detector readout to tape!11'. 
Apart from triggered events, occasionally data needed for calibration purposes 
were recorded. Part of those data could be taken between spills, for another part 
data taking had to be stopped. 
This yielded in the period of 19 days, during which data were taken effectively, 
about 10 events per SPS spill with an average size of 20 Kbytes. For the 7 χ IO5 
triggers that were registered, 170 tapes and about 140 km of photographic film 
weis needed. 
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The film is manufactured in units, allowing for about 8000 pictures each. Each 
such 'roll' of film is processed as a unit; it is measured at one (at most two) lab(s). 
The term 'roll' will be used throughout this thesis to refer not only t o the film, 
but also to the events that were recorded on it. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Calibration and Reconstruction 
/τ~ΉΕ direct output of the experiment consists of an enormous amount of pho-
•*• tographs and magnetic tape. 
Since the analysis is performed by computer power, the information on the pho­
tographs has to be converted to digital data. This is done in several phases, 
known as scanning and measuring. During scanning, photographs containing in­
teresting information of reasonable quality are selected and some basic quantities 
are recorded. Selected photographs are then subjected to a high precision mea­
surement of all relevant information. The other pictures are flagged and minimal 
information is kept for special purposes. The procedure is described in more detail 
in section 3.1. 
The electronic data on average amount to one tape per roll of film. The data 
on tape are in a format reflecting the structure of the detectors having generated 
them, rather than describing the particles having caused the detector to generate 
the data. Since it are these particles that are of physical interest, it is necessary 
t o rearrange the information in such a way that these physical aspects can be 
accessed easily. 
This task is performed by a series of computer programs, each rearranging the 
information of a certain (group of related) detector(s). The information is then 
merged with the information created by previous programs and fed to the next 
program in the series, until all relevant detector information has been converted to 
physical information. We will refer to this series of programs as 'the reconstruction 
chain'. It is described in sections 3.2-3.7. Figure 3.1 shows the chain schematically. 
Before running the programs, one needs to measure several quantities, describ­
ing how a detector reacts t o the passage of a particle of a certain (4-)momentum. 
The measurement of these quantities is generally known as calibration and cov­
ers parameters like the exact position of the detectors in space, their yield (the 
signal recorded as function of energy deposited) etc. All of these parameters can 
fluctuate in time. 
Some of these quantities can be determined before the reconstruction is per­
formed and some even before data-taking. Yet a continuous check of the recon­
struction results is necessary to improve the accuracy. That is why, in a number of 
cases, data are first reconstructed with a preliminary set of calibration constants; 
The reconstructed data are subsequently used to determine an improved set. This 
set is then used for a next reconstruction pass, and so on until the reconstruc­
tion results are fairly constant between iterations. We will describe some of these 
calibration procedures in more detail below. 
Since some of the programs were still under development when the main part 
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Figure 3.1 The NA22 reconstruction chain. 
of the chain could already be used for physics analysis, the order in which the 
programs were run was not the same for all rolls. In some of these cases part of 
the chain had to be rerun to correct for unwanted effects of this change. The figure 
describes the chain in its final form. 
All programs are written in FORTRAN and make use of the HYDRA dy-
namic memory management package of CERN'1 ' . The data are stored and, when 
necessary, transferred between labs in the format provided by this package. 
After the last program of the reconstruction chain is run, we are again left 
with about one high density magnetic tape per roll. The space freed by erasing 
the detector information, as it is converted, is just about filled again with data 
describing the logical links between the reconstructed objects (vertices, tracks 
etc.). 
Therefore, the data are further reduced (by about a factor of 20), in fact leav-
ing out information that could be relevant for some kinds of analysis, but needed 
only in these (special) cases. This reduced format is called D(ata) S(ummary) 
T(ape). 
The layout of this chapter reflects the reconstruction chain - each section is 
dedicated to a particular process or program concerning data reduction, rather 
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than the reconstruction of certain types of particles and events. The calibration 
procedures described are usually aimed at improving the reconstruction quality 
by a particular program of the chain. They are therefore described when that 
program is discussed. 
3.1 Scanning and Measuring 
The first step in the reconstruction chain is a conversion of the photographic infor­
mation t o digitized data. This is by far the most time and manpower consuming 
paxt of the experiment. The effort is shared between all the labs of the collabo­
ration, on the basis of the manpower available in each lab. While the Serpukhov 
group is measuring half of the total number of pictures (for the π + ρ part even 
more), each of the other 10 labs process 5-10% of the load. 
As a first step, a program is run on the magnetic tape belonging to the film-
roll in question, to detennine basic quantities needed for the measurement and 
to set up the framework of the computer structure that will represent the event. 
Each of the pictures has to be scanned at least once, each actual event even three 
times, corresponding t o the three stereographic photos made of each event. 
3.1.1 P R E D I G 
The program P R E D I C reads the NORD tape of a roll and combines the data 
of the upstream chambers Ul and U3 to determine the expected position of the 
beam track on each of the three stereo pictures of an event. This is necessary, as 
the relatively long sensitive time of RCBC causes more than one beam track to 
appear on the picture and one is only interested in a (possible) interaction during 
the sensitive time of the electronics shortly after the event has taken place. 
It is possible to have the program select events of a certain type, for instance 
allowing only one type of beam particle to be processed. This has enabled the 
collaboration t o speed up the measurement of the (more interesting) K+p events, 
leaving the π + ρ events untili later. 
3.1.2 S c a n n i n g 
At least one of the three stereo pictures of each event is viewed in two independent 
scans. The purpose of this scan is to determine which of the triggered events has 
taken place inside the visible volume of RCBC and can be used. If the decision is 
taken to process the event, a number of basic quantities are determined. 
If the quality of the picture permits, the beam tracks on the picture are com­
pared to the position of the triggering beam predicted by PREDIC (see previous 
subsection). If the beam track can be recognized uniquely, a search is made for 
an interaction along that beam track. If an interaction is found, its position (the 
primary vertex position) is recorded and the number of outgoing charged tracks 
(the charge topology) is determined. Special aspects of every outgoing track, such 
as a secondary interaction induced by an outgoing track in the hydrogen, the fact 
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that a track stops or decays in the chamber, or has a particular behavior (such as 
the spiralizing character of a slow electron) are recorded. In addition, a search is 
performed for neutral decays in the chamber (V^'s) pointing back to the primary 
vertex. 
The two scans are compared and the scanning information is merged into the 
data structure. If the scans are not identical, a third, decisive scan is made, where 
the operator is aware of the results of the previous scans. 
3.1.3 Measuring 
The scanned events are projected on a table with large magnification, where a 
precision measurement is performed of all interesting positions, such as vertex 
positions, a number of points on every charged track and, if seen, the end point 
of the track, no matter whether it stops, decays or interacts there. Sometimes the 
tracks leaving such a secondary vertex are also measured. 
As the third scan is preferably done on an (expensive) high precision device, 
some laboratories combine the third scan with the measurement to save time. 
A number of laboratories own (semi-)automatic measuring devices. Events 
that are considered "simple" enough (low topology, clean picture etc.) are directed 
to these devices during the scanning stage. 
3.1.4 Synchronizing 
The tape containing the RCBC measurements and the NORD tape are merged 
to one input structure, containing all available information of the scanned events. 
Events that are rejected at scan level are not processed any further, but unmea-
sured events are. The latter is done for a comparison of the results obtained 
through an electronic detector for all events to those obtained for the measured 
events only. 
The resulting tape is then shipped to Nijmegen (Antwerp in case of nuclear 
interactions) for further processing. 
3.2 Reconstruction of Charged Particle Momentum 
After synchronization the data are fed into the geometrical reconstruction program 
GEOHYB. Of all programs in the chain, this is the biggest, from all points of view; 
it 's source is the largest, it consumes on average 40% of the total reconstruction 
time, the number of people that have worked on it 's development and the time 
they have spent doing it (even the number of error s found during processing) are 
larger than for any of the other reconstruction programs. 
The program was originally developed for other (non-hybrid) experiments 
years ago and had to be adapted to EHS and NA22. No physical analysis of 
the data is possible without incorporating and understanding the results of this 
program. 
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The program reads the input structure and reconstructs the measured vertices 
and tracks, combining them with the information of the wire- and drift-chambers 
and, to some extent, with information from ISIS and T R D . The general approach 
is as follows: 
- The information from the three views of RCBC is combined into a three 
dimensional (3D) picture of vertex positions and particle tracks. If it turns 
out to be impossible to combine all three images of a track t o one 3D path, 
the fit is retried with two images. 
- The information from the upstream spectrometer is used to reconstruct the 
beam track and the information from the other chambers to reconstruct tracks 
coming from the reconstructed vertex positions. To limit the great number of 
ambiguous combinations of wire chamber "hits", ISIS (in the 1"' lever arm) 
and T R D (in the 2 n d ) are used to veto combinations predicted to give a clear 
and unique signal in their sensitive volume, but not seen there. 
- The bubble chamber tracks are matched to the spectrometer tracks, including 
a refitting of the overall track parameters. A track, with a match above a 
probability cutoff, is 'hybridized', i.e. the result of the combined fit will be 
used from then on. 
- To improve the accuracy of tracks, predicted to give a signal in the wire cham­
bers but not hybridized by the normal procedure, several further at tempts are 
made to link those tracks with spectrometer data; one is to extrapolate the 
ВС track to the spectrometer and look for hits near the extrapolated path 
(so-called swim-out procedure). Another approach is t o retry the fit with 
bigger tolerances, accounting for a small scattering of the particle (rescue 
procedure). 
At the end, one is left with a number of tracks hybridized one way or the other, a 
number of ВС tracks and tracks in the spectrometer that could not be combined 
with any ВС track, but still come from the ВС region. The latter are called 
hanging tracks. 
The reconstructed parameters of a track are the absolute value of its momen­
tum (or the inverse of that number, the curvature), the directional angles with 
respect to the ¡r-axis and its charge. 
For slow tracks the relative energy loss in the hydrogen is substantial and 
the curvature increases with the distance from the production vertex. Since this 
variation depends on the particle mass, different momentum values will occur for 
different mass hypotheses. The results of all successful fits to a particle track are 
kept. 
FVom the fitting of the parameters themselves, error limits on those param-
eters can be obtained. Because of the many different procedures used in the 
reconstruction of tracks and the many constants that influence the errors (not all 
of them measurable), determination of these errors is a rather tricky affair. 
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3.3 Preliminary Quality Check and Data Reduction 
After GEOHYB the program QUAL is run. This program performs various tasks, 
all related to loose ends left by GEOHYB. The main phases of the program are: 
1. Data reduction: A lot of information present after GEOHYB is not needed 
by other programs. This information is dropped, where possible, without 
disturbing the overall event structure. 
2. Resolving ambiguities: A number of the parameters used in GEOHYB are 
tuned on reconstruction results. In view of the enormous computer and man­
power resources needed to run this program, it would be undesirable to have 
to rerun the reconstruction after incorporation of these tuned values. Instead, 
decisions to be based on these values are left open by GEOHYB. After the 
tuning, the resulting values are used by QUAL to make the final decision. 
3. Estimation of quality factors: Since the reconstruction consists of fit proce­
dures, the result consists of objects (tracks and vertices in this case), fitted 
with a probability larger than a certain cutoff. A number of true objects 
corresponding to the tails of the probability distribution are lost, whereas 
background provides fits with acceptable probability. Minimizing one effect 
by changing the cutoff value will increase the influence of the other effect. 
The optimal solution will largely depend on the type of analysis that is to be 
done. 
To facilitate a choice at a later stage a 'quality factor' is assigned to every 
object, based on fit results like probabihty, RMS, number of images used, 
hybridization (for tracks), completeness of the reconstruction (for vertices) 
etc. In some cases a possible fixup is recorded (i.e. in case of a vertex where 
more tracks are reconstructed than measured and the 'ghost' track can be 
determined). 
For every event a number is recorded signifying the quality of the beam re­
construction. A badly reconstructed beam track indicates that the measured 
event might not be the event that has caused the trigger and for which elec­
tronic information has been recorded. 
Another number is recorded as overall reconstruction quality of the primary 
vertex. This number reflects 
- the number of badly reconstructed tracks at the primary vertex, 
- possible discrepancies between the number of tracks measured and the 
reconstructed number, as well as the total charge of the outgoing tracks 
and 
- the possibility for a fixup of problems. 
We will come back to this subject discussing event samples. A description of this 
program and in particular of the quality factors can be found in [2]. 
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3.4 Output Scan 
The output of QUAL is used to create a printed review of the reconstruction 
result. For each reconstructed track of momentum below 1.2 Ge\7c this printed 
information contains a line, stating the ionization density relative to that of the 
(minimal ionizing) beam particle as predicted for each possible mass hypothesis. It 
also contains ñags reflecting whether all measured tracks have been reconstructed, 
the quality of the reconstruction of the beam etc. 
This information is sent to the lab having measured the events on the roll in 
question. There, the information is compared to the event, as it appears on the 
photographs. For each track a mass assignment is made (possibly still ambiguous). 
If the source of a reconstruction problem can clearly be seen, a fixup is suggested. 
The decisions made during the scan are converted to information on mag-
netic tape and sent back the lab running the reconstruction chain (Nijmegen or 
Antwerp). By that time all programs of the chain have usually been run, and the 
results of the output scan are merged onto the DST. 
3.5 Charged Particle Identification 
The program PARTID combines the reconstructed tracks with electronic informa-
tion from the 4 devices dedicated to charged particle identification (SAD, ISIS, FC 
and TRD). For each track entering a detector the signal expected for each mass 
hypothesis is calculated. The recorded signal is compared to this expectation and 
a probabihty for each mass hypothesis is obtained. An extensive description of 
this program can be found in [3]. 
3.6 Photon Reconstruction 
The information recorded from the 2 photon calorimeters (IGD and FGD) is pro-
cessed in the program GAMIN. The program searches for showers of energy de-
posited in the calorimeter cells and calculates their position and energy content. 
Showers detected near the trajectory of a charged hadron are flagged. Inter-
preting every other shower in these devices as a photon (a reasonable assumption 
in view of the expected ratio of photons to other neutral particles), parameters 
are calculated describing photon pairs in terms of their interpretation as π 0 and η 
decay products. 
Many more details on the reconstruction of showers in the Gamma Detectors 
in general, and photon, π 0 and η reconstruction in particular, can be found in [4]. 
3.7 Neutral Hadron Reconstruction 
Neutral hadrons are reconstructed from the showers deposited in the two iron 
calorimeters INC and FNC. For the physics part of this thesis the hadrons recon­
structed in FNC are of great importance; those of INC will not be used. For that 
reason, the handling of INC data will be described only briefly, whereas we will 
go into more detail in this section on FNC. 
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3.7.1 I N C 
The INC readout is scanned for clusters of cells with a substantial energy de­
posit. The contributions of all those cells are added and their 'center of gravity' 
Σ ¿ΊΕ,/ 2 E, is determined. These values are stored as the shower energy and 
position, respectively. 
3.7.2 T h e original idea of calibrating F N C 
According to the design, FNC should have been built on a platform, that can be 
moved in the z-direction (horizontal, perpendicular to the beam direction). The 
calibration of the detector could then have been done as follows: 
1) Subject the detector to a muon beam of known energy. These minimum 
ionizing particles deposit a constant amount of energy in the cell they enter. 
The actual magnitude of this energy deposition is of no relevance here. By 
adjusting the spectrometer magnetic field and moving the detector in the 
horizontal direction, this energy can be directed towards any particular cell 
of the calorimeter. 
2) Calculate the relative response (the signal obtained for this constant energy) 
of each cell by comparing the (average) readouts of 1). 
3) Subject the calorimeter to hadrons of known energy. These particles will ini­
tiate wide showers depositing their energy in several adjacent cells. However, 
by applying to each cell the corresponding response factor calculated in 2), 
the total signal from all cells can be calculated. 
4) Calculate the average energy calibration factor, being the ratio between the 
signed (in ADC units) and the energy deposited by the hadrons (in GeV). 
Unfortunately, the moving platform was not ready during the NA22 run. An­
ticipating its installation a small statistics muon calibration was done, covering 
mainly the cells in the center of the detector. When the construction of the plat­
form was completed, the calorimeter was disassembled, the platform installed and 
finally the calorimeter reassembled for the next experiment. 
Only then it was remembered that the calibration to be done at that point 
had been requested by NA22 as well. For this t o be possible, one would have 
needed the iron blocks and photomultipliers to be in the same configuration. No 
attention had been paid to this requirement. Moreover, some photomultipliers 
had been replaced altogether and a reliable record of the relation between the 
position of a block before and after the operation had not been kept. To make 
confusion complete, some modifications had been made that required operating 
the photomultipliers at a different voltage than before. Since this changes their 
response, it makes any calibration from then onwards useless for NA22. 
FNC had been rebuilt as a completely different detector and NA22 was left 
with a small statistics calibration. When the relative constants mentioned in 2) 
were calculated with these data, they turned out to have statistical errors varying 
from 30 to 80 percent! 
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For a while, at tempts were made to construct a useful set of calibration con­
stants from the values calculated for the 'new' configuration, trying to map them 
onto the old one and to perform a correction for the change in the high voltage. 
When these were used to reconstruct showers, it turned out, however, that the 
result was of such a poor quality, that no sensible analysis could be done. 
As a consequence, the decision was made to use the charged hadrons, recon­
structed in the spectrometer (cf. section 3.2) with a momentum resolution better 
than 2%. This has led to an iterative procedure of reconstructing showers initi­
ated by charged hadrons in FNC, comparing their energy to that found in the 
spectrometer, calculating the relative and absolute factors described above and 
feeding the result to the next iteration of reconstructing the showers. The showers 
reconstructed in the last step were kept and used in the analysis. 
The procedure to reconstruct the showers and associate them with the charged 
hadrons of the spectrometer will be described in subsection 3.7.3. Subsections 3.7.4 
and 3.7.5 will be devoted to the details of the calibration procedure. 
3.7.3 The reconstruct ion of hadronic showers in F N C 
The first step in the reconstruction of showers in FNC consists in unpacking the 
raw data giving the energy deposition in every cell. The ADC readout of every 
cell is multiplied by that cells relative response and the global energy calibration 
constant. 
Assuming that the energy is deposited mainly along the path of the particle 
(only a fraction reaching neighboring cells), the cell with maximum energy depo­
sition in FNC is located. This cell will be referred to as the center of the shower. 
The energy deposited in other cells is added to the shower, if: 
- the cell to be added is adjacent to a cell already contained in the shower, and 
- the energy deposited in that cell is above the noise of the system. 
The procedure stops when no more cells can be added. The 'center of gravity' 
position of the shower is calculated, correcting for the finite granularity of the 
calorimeter 5 ' . The result is taken to be the position of the shower. 
A special case occurs when a cell to be added contains more energy than the 
one connecting it to the center of the shower. This is interpreted as due to two 
showers being so close in space that they partly overlap. A configuration of this 
type must have a second cell containing more energy than any cell adjacent to it. 
This cell can be taken аз the center of the second shower. Analogously to the single 
shower case, adjacent cells are assigned to the second shower. The cells lying on 
the minimum between the two showers are shared, the fraction of energy assigned 
to each shower being proportional to the total energy of the shower excluding the 
common region. 
After the reconstruction of a shower is complete, the remaining cells are sub­
jected to a search for a maximum energy deposition and the procedure is repeated. 
When all possible showers have been reconstructed, an attempt is made to 
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associate them with charged spectrometer tracks and with showers reconstructed 
in FGD. The association with charged tracks provides a means to distinguish 
showers originating from neutral and from charged hadrons. The association with 
FGD is needed since, on average, a hadron deposits 30% of its energy in FGD. A 
reliable measurement of the particle energy, therefore, has to include FGD results. 
The association procedures are fairly straightforward: 
- In the case of a charged hadron we iterate over the spectrometer tracks. Since 
the path of a hadron can be disturbed by an interaction, a hadron need 
not be found in all chambers of the spectrometer. In case the change in 
direction is small, however, it might still be possible to associate it with 
a calorimeter shower, thus preventing the interpretation of such a shower 
as a neutral hadron. The procedure, therefore, loops over all spectrometer 
tracks extrapolating t o the FNC position, even if not seen in the last part of 
the spectrometer. Showers within 10 cm are flagged as being caused by the 
charged particle. 
This procedure results in the loss of neutral hadrons that reach FNC at a 
position within 10 cm from a charged hadrons impact. This loss can be 
estimated from the fractions of cases where a track can be associated to more 
than one shower or where more than one track can be associated to one shower. 
Both fractions axe well below 1 0 - 3 . 
- The logics of combining showers from FNC and F G D consists in iterating over 
the FNC showers. The line of flight of the hadron is interpolated to the FGD 
position and all FGD showers within 10 cm from this point Eire assumed to 
be caused by this hadron. 
3.7.4 T h e calibration of F N C wi th charged s p e c t r o m e t e r tracks 
A survey of FNC data in different periods during NA22 data taking show that 
the on-line pedestal subtraction algorithm did not always operate properly. A 
histogram of the ADC count for every cell usually has the form of the tail of an 
exponential distribution (the pedestal) and the distribution corresponding to the 
energy deposit in the cell. Some periods of the run exhibit deviations from that 
form for some cells. It is possible to define periods where the histogram is either 
empty or it shows a peak at a positive count, no entries below the peak and the 
expected distribution beyond it'6J. The empty periods are interpreted as being due 
to too high an estimate of the average pedestal value. Those periods are rejected. 
In the periods when the peak is visible, the pedestal estimate was probably too 
low. The difference is, in fact, the value at the peale. In these periods we, therefore, 
correct the corresponding cells by subtracting this difference in every event and 
imposing the minimal count of 3 ADC units on the result. 
The next constants to be fixed define the exact position of the calorimeter. A 
first approximation, given by the CERN survey group, turns out to be insufficiently 
accurate. Using this first approximation, however, one can compare the position of 
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the reconstructed showers in the yz-plane (orthogonal to the beam direction) to the 
extrapolation of charged tracks to the x-position given for FNC. This yields a broad 
background due to uncorrelated track-shower pairs, in addition to a peak due to the 
distance between pairs coming from the same particle. The position of this peak 
can be used as a measure of the shift one has to impose on the calorimeter position. 
This shift is incorporated in a subsequent pass of the iterative reconstruction. The 
obtained value converges after 3 iterations. To improve the determination of the 
peak position, one can reduce the background by using only the shower closest to 
the charged particle extrapolation. The final values obtained are a 18 cm shift in 
the vertical (y-)direction and no measurable shift in the z-direction. 
After determination of the exact yz-position, it is possible to improve the 
i-coordinate: 
For this purpose charged particles are selected that reach FNC at relatively large 
angles. A discrepancy occurs between the measured yz-position of the shower 
and the yz-position expected from a straight line extrapolation of the charged 
particle path. We denote by (y, Z)FNC the reconstructed shower position and by 
(y>z)ch the charged track extrapolation. (Τ^,Τ,) denotes the directional tangent 
(Py/PxiPz/Pi) of the track. Finally, Δ ζ is the difference between the true x-
position and the value used. Then 
(y, Ζ)Λ - (y, Z ) F N C = Ax • (Tg, T*). 
The calibration consists in sampling 
(y, z)ch - (Уі O F N C 
and 
(T„Tt) 
and fitting their linear dependence. The fit result is 2.35 m off the value given by 
the surveyors and has a statistical spread of 30 cm. When the new value is used, 
the number of associated track-shower pairs increases by about 2%, indicating that 
the new position is indeed more accurate. 
The yz-position and x-position are fitted in the same iterative procedure. 
This excludes the possibility that an improvement in the transverse (yz) position 
causes a deviation in χ and vice versa. 
After determination of the calorimeter position, one can match charged tracks 
t o showers with some confidence and expect them to originate from the same 
hadron. The fact that their energy is known can now be used to perform the energy 
calibration of the detector. The relative and absolute factors are determined in 
turn. 
At this point it is important to realize that the FGD response t o energy 
deposition by hadrons will be different from that by 7's and electrons. Hence, 
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the absolute factor of FGD has to be recalculated as well. In a first iteration, 
the energy deposition is calculated with a preUminary set of factors (all relative 
factors are set to unity, the absolute factor for FGD is chosen identical to the factor 
used for e.m. response, and according to the hardware specifications a value of 
95 MeV/fcount is used for FNC). 
We denote the energy of a charged hadron as reconstructed in the spectrom­
eter by i?ch(= pc, neglecting the hadron mass at the typical energies of more than 
80 GeV), and find that it deposits .EFGD and .Ерцс in the calorimeters. If the true 
absolute factors are OFGD end огрмс» the relation 
•Edi = Û Î F G D - E F G D + O T N C - E F N C 
should hold. The a 's are determined such that 
χ
2
 = ¿ J [UFGD-EFGD + OFNC-EFNC - .Ech] , 
calculated for all selected charged tracks, is minimal. 
Those a ' s are then used to recalculate all energies, this time keeping track of 
1. the cell containing the maximum energy deposition of the shower and 
2. the actual energy deposition in that cell. 
That central cell contains on average 45% of the total energy of the shower. Hence, 
the total energy calculated is most strongly influenced by the relative response of 
this cell. This fact is used to obtain an estimate of the relative response of the 
central cell: 
We denote by ¿central cell the energy deposition in the central cell and by £0ther cells 
the remaining energy of the shower. If the relative response is estimated correctly, 
we expect 
Е
л 
•^central cell + -Eother cells 
to be equal to unity. This ratio is sampled for each cell. Since the distributions all 
show quite a sharp peak near 1.0 on top of an extremely broad background, only 
those cases were the ratio is between 0.7 and 1.3 are used to calculate an average 
correction to the relative factor. 
These relative factors are then incorporated to recalculate the absolute con­
stants and so on, until after 5 iterations none of the factors changes with more 
than 0.1%. 
3.7.5 Resu l t s of t h e calibration procedure 
The main issue of interest with respect to the FNC calibration is the energy resolu­
tion of the reconstructed hadrons. Under the general assumption that the quality 
of the reconstruction in FNC is not sensitive to whether or not the hadrons are 
charged, this aspect is again analysed on charged hadrons. 
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Figure 3.2 The energy of charged hadrons in FNC reconstructed in the forward 
calorimeters FGD and FNC versus their energy determined in the 
spectrometer. The line shows the expected £Sp = Ecai and is drawn 
for reference. 
The energy resolution is determined by calculating the difference between 
the charged hadron energy as determined from the spectrometer and from the 
calorimeters. Figure 3 2 shows in scatter plot the calorimeter- vs the spectrome-
ter- energy. The points cluster around the ^spectrometer = -Ecaionmeter diagonal 
although at low energy the average hes slightly below the diagonal, and only few 
points are far away from that Une. 
Since one expects worse energy resolution (the relation (AE) = Cy/E is 
expected to hold) and a larger probabihty for losing either the FGD or FNC 
shower at low energy, the deviation in that region is not surprising. 
There are many charged tracks of energy close to 250 GeV, emitted in those 
elastic collision not vetoed by the trigger and in difFractive events. If the fraction 
of those tracks for which one of the calorimeters does not detect a shower is similar 
to that fraction in another energy region, this results in a larger number of tracks 
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Figure 3.3 The RMS difference between the energy of charged hadrons seen in 
FNC as determined by GEOHYB and the energy reconstructed in 
the calorimeter as function of the hadrons momentum. The super­
imposed curve describes (AE/E) = l.S/y/E. 
with too low calorimeter energy. The points in the low-right corner of figure 3.2 
are interpreted as a result from that effect. 
The other points that are far from the diagonal appear at too low spectrometer 
energy (upper left of figure 3.2). This can be understood in terms of more than one 
hadron (some of which might be neutral) not resolved in FNC. As was mentioned 
in section 3.7.3 the fraction of those cases is small. 
In figure 3.3 the RMS difference (AE/E) between spectrometer and calorim­
eter energy is shown, as function of energy. The line (AE/E) = 1.8/\ЛЕ describes 
the points well. 
3.8 Kinematical Fitting 
The fitting of kinematical parameters is more related to the physics analysis than to 
the reconstruction. However, since one needs the raw data to perform the fits, the 
fitting programs are incorporated into the reconstruction chain. For that reason, 
these programs will be briefly described already here. An extensive discussion of 
the results follows in the next chapter. 
One class of reactions that needs fitting are the decays 
π
0
,η —> 77, already mentioned in the section 3.6. Since inclusive ж0 and η distri­
butions are not discussed here, no more will be said on that subject (cf [4,7] for 
an extensive analysis). The other objects to be fitted can be divided into: 
- interactions and decays of charged and neutral particles in the bubble cham­
ber. 
- decays of neutral particles into charged particles outside the bubble chamber, 
and 
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- decays of neutral particles into 7r0s. 
The second class of fits is handled by the program HANG, which is run immedi­
ately after GEOHYB. The other fits are performed by KINEM. A summary of all 
hypotheses tried for the different vertices is listed in appendix ЗА. 
3.8.1 Interact ions and decays in the bubble chamber 
One kind of fit of this type is a fit of the primary interaction to an exclusive reaction 
hypothesis (type 1 in the appendix). One makes an assumption about the exact 
scenario of the interaction with respect to charged particle masses and possible 
emitted neutrals. In this class one can write 4 equations describing conservation 
of 4-momentum. If there are no unseen neutrals and particle masses are fixed, there 
are no unknowns. This yields 4 constraints - a 4C-fit. In the case of one unseen 
neutral, one can fix its mass, but the other three variables of that particle are free, 
leaving only one constraint. It is clear that more than one unseen neutral would 
leave nothing to fit. The number of ambiguous hypotheses grows dramatically with 
the number of secondary particles involved. Fbr that reason, these fits are only 
performed for charged particle multiplicities η < 8. Unseen neutrals are allowed 
only for 2-prongs. 
Another class of fits concerns the decay of semi-stable secondaries, i.e. par­
ticles with a life time τ « 10 - 1 0 sec. , giving for a particle of mass 0.5 Ge\7c2 and 
momentum 5 G e ^ c a typical decay length of 30 cm. In our experiment the cross 
section for production of charmed particles is negligible, leaving for this type of 
decay only particles that decay into 2 lighter particles. 
The charged particles, decaying into one charged and one neutral particle 
(type 2 in the appendix), include Jp = l / 2 + strange baryons and their anti-
particles and the charged π and К mesons. For each hypothesis of a decay, the 4-
momentum of the incoming and that of the outgoing charged particle is known. Of 
the neutral one we hypothesize the mass, giving one constraint when conservation 
of 4-momentum is imposed. 
Neutral particles decaying into one charged particle of each charge (type 3 
in the appendix) are the Л hyperon, its anti-particle and the short-üved К0. A 
process with very considerable cross section and characteristics so similar that it is 
often hard to distinguish from those decays, is the conversion of a photon into an 
e
+
e~ pair. This hypothesis has to be fitted as well, and clear 7 candidates have to 
be flagged as such. The other neutral hyperons all decay either electromagnetically 
with life times of 10~ 1 6 sec. ( Σ 0 and Σ ) or decay fully into neutral particles (Ξ 0 
and Ξ ) and do not contribute to this class. 
For these neutral decays one has to distinguish between the case where one 
imposes the primary vertex as the origin of the neutral particle and the case where 
that is not done. In general, one knows the 4-momentum of all outgoing particles 
(hypothesizing their mass). For the decay of hadrons one also imposes the mass 
of the decaying particle as one of the constraints. In the case of 7 conversion 
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the e + e _ mass is a free parameter. Instead, the constraint is imposed that the 
electrons emerge in the same direction in the lab frame. Fixing the origin of the 
neutral track is equivalent to imposing the direction of the neutrals momentum in 3 
dimensions, leaving only the absolute value of the momentum as a free parameter. 
Hence, this results in a 3C fit for a hadronic decay and a 4C fit for a 7 conversion. 
Dropping the constraint on the origin leaves only one constraint for the hadron 
case and 2 for photon conversion. 
3.8.2 Neutra l decays outside t h e bubble chamber 
As was mentioned in the previous sub-section, a hadron of momentum 5 Ge\/c has 
a considerable chance of decaying in the bubble chamber. The typical decay length, 
however, is proportional to the particle momentum, giving a very low efficiency 
for seeing decays of fast hadrons in the chamber. 
To improve this efficiency, the 'hanging' tracks left by GEOHYB are used to 
detect decays of neutrals in the spectrometer. The procedure is as follows: 
We limit ourselves to cases where both decay products are 'seen' first not later 
than in D l and can be followed down to at least D5. The track portion this gives 
in the two lever arms makes it possible to accurately determine the momentum 
of the tracks. A search is made for pairs of tracks of mutually opposite charge 
coming from one point in the spectrometer. These pairs are kinematically fitted 
under the constraint that the origin of the neutral parent is at the primary vertex, 
giving 3 constraints. 
The problem of 7 conversion, mentioned for bubble chamber decays above, 
also creates background here. Moreover, in the ВС case one can at least be sure 
that both products do originate from the same point. Here, the detection efficiency 
on one hand and the probability of creating fake neutrals on the other depend on 
the cuts imposed on the software; this creates an additional background of tracks, 
fitted to a common origin, but in reality not originating from the same point at 
all. 
First results using these decays can be found in [8]. 
3.8.3 Α | - » π ο π 0 decay 
For every 4-photon combination, fits are performed to the decay of а Κ% t o 2 π 0 8, 
each of which subsequently decaying into 2 photons. The origin of the kaon is 
constrained to the primary vertex position. 
Due to the limited acceptance of the photon calorimeters, acceptance calcula­
tions for the detection of these decays are complicated. The number of successful 
fits is small, contribution to the determination of cross sections is limited, direction 
in the lab frame. 
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Appendix ЗА 
T h e Reaction Hypotheses 
In this appendix the reactions fitted to the various vertex types are summarized. 
1. Primary vertices: 
a) 2-prong exclusive reactions 
• pp 
K+p -» K+p 
K+p — Κ+ρπ0 
K+p^*+pK0
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π + ρ . 
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Κ
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+pK0
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PP 
PP 
рр->рь-л3 
ρρ^ρΣ+Kh 
PP ~* pK+A 
PP —* pK+A'y 
PP —* рт+А'^Л 
b) 4-prong exclusive reactions 
bp —» ο ρ π + π " 
bp -» bpK+K-
bp —* bppp 
> with Ь б {ΑΓ+,π+,ρ}. 
с) 6 and 8-prong exclusive reactions 
bp -• bp(ir+ir-)n with 6 € {ƒ<"+, π+,ρ} 
and : 
- { ! } f a { t } prong reactions. 
2. Charged decay vertices: 
π+ —» μ+ι/ 
ίίΓ+ -» ^ + і / 
К+ - π+π 0 
Σ + ^ ρ π 0 
Σ+ -ν ηπ+ 
π —* μ'ν 
Κ- -ν μ-F 
Α"" -»π-ττ 
Σ" -* ηπ-
ΊΓ -* ρπ
0 
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3. Neutral decay vertices: 
7 —• e + e 
K% -» ττ+π-
Λ —• ртг" 
Λ - » ρ π
+ 
4. Decays into photons: 
K% -» π 0 π 0 
/ \ 
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Event Selection and Corrections 
EFORE any analysis can be done with the reconstructed events, account has 
to be taken of biases introduced by various experimental and computational 
procedures. A sample has to be chosen that minimizes these biases. The remaining 
effect, resulting from this minimal bias, has to be corrected for. 
In this chapter we will go into the methods used in this experiment. Since the 
importance of the various effects depends, however, on the type of analysis done, 
we will concentrate on the selection criteria and correction procedures relevant to 
the physics of this thesis. 
In section 4.1 we will go into the criteria for selection of primary interactions. 
The neutral strange mesons K0 and K0 can be detected through their weakly 
mixed states Kg and K^. In NA22 the detection of Kg is possible through 3 
classes of decays: 
1. K% —» π + π ~ inside the bubble chamber 
2. Kg —* π + π " outside the bubble chamber 
3. Κ% -* 7Γ0π0 
У \ 
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In this work only decays of type 1 will be used. The procedure to select those 
decays will be described in section 4.2. The work on decays of type 2 and 3 is still 
going on and will be reported on elsewhere. 
In section 4.3 the selection of K^ detected in the forward calorimeters FGD 
and FN С will be discussed. The various correction factors derived in the first 
sections will be combined to obtain cross-sections in section 4.4. 
4.1 Event Selection 
The data sample on DST consists of all events measured and reconstructed by 
all programs of the reconstruction chain, described in the previous chapter. The 
present (June '88) DST contains in total 188 937 such events. This includes all 
K+p and pp data and about 80% of the total π+ρ da ta taken by NA22. 
Events not reconstructed properly are rejected. The criteria we apply to 
decide if the reconstruction result is 'proper' are described in subsection 4.1.1. A 
large class of events is rejected because their signature makes them uninteresting 
for our particular analysis. In subsection 4.1.2 we go into the criteria for that 
decision. In subsection 4.1.3 we describe the other reasons to eliminate events. 
Finally, in subsection 4.1.4 the event samples used in this thesis will be described. 
4.1.1 General quality cuts 
A progrcim of the reconstruction chain flags an event, if the processing of this 
Б 
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event cannot be completed properly. Events carrying this flag are not used in the 
analysis. 
The most important criterion to reject an event, is the quality of its recon­
struction by GEOHYB. This quality was determined by the program QUAL. As 
mentioned in section 3.3, the quality of the primary vertex reconstruction is stored 
as the overall event quality. In addition, a quality factor describing the beam re­
construction is determined. 
The quality of the beam track reconstruction can be used to decide whether 
the event measured is the event that has triggered the electronics. If it is in fact 
not the same, the identity of the beam particle cannot be determined and the 
electronic detector information cannot be used. Therefore, only events with a 
uniquely reconstructed hybrid beam track, having a fit probability Ρ > 1 0 - s are 
used. 
Since the primary vertex quality covers only the reconstruction of charged 
tracks, fairly loose cuts can be applied in topics dealing exclusively with neutral 
particles. However, the reconstruction of neutral particles is sensitive to some 
aspects of the charged particle reconstruction. Events with a complex charged 
particle structure have a larger probability to fail reconstruction all together than 
simple events. To correct for that effect the charge multiplicity needs to be reliable. 
The trigger dependent losses are influenced by the charged particles. To be able to 
correct for these effects we require, when dealing with topics that do not involve 
charged particles directly, that the correct (measured) number of charged tracks is 
reconstructed and that the total charge of the tracks is consistent with the initial 
charge of the colliding particles. We will call this sample Charge and TOPology 
OK (CTOPOK). 
In topics involving charged particles, further cuts are imposed on the number 
of tracks with an unreliable reconstruction (e.g. Δρ/ρ > 25%). The sample 
containing no such tracks at all will be denoted POBAD. An intermediate cut, 
requiring that the number of bad tracks does not exceed 0,1, 1, 2 and 3 for events 
of multiplicity respectively 2, 4, 6, 8 and higher. This sample will be denoted 
PMAX sample. 
Electrons can only occur in e+e~ pairs. The origin of such pairs is mainly 
7 conversion close to the primary vertex and the Dalitz decay ir0 —> e+e~7. A 
single identified electron emerging from the primary vertex, therefore, indicates 
that one of the other tracks is also an electron. If that electron were identified, 
it would be excluded from the charged track sample (and from the multiplicity 
count). Since we do not know which of the tracks is the electron, we choose to 
remove the entire event from the sample. 
4.1.2 Phys ics c u t s 
Further cuts are applied to remove events with a special signature from the physics 
point of view. There are 2 types of these events: 
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- To obtain an inelastic sample, elastic 2 prong events are excluded by the 
following algorithm: 
- If a kinematical fit to the elastic hypothesis can be obtained —» elastic 
- If a kinematical fit to an inelastic hypothesis can be obtained —У inelastic 
- If 
l ^ p r l < 100MeV/fc and | ^ p | | < 9GeV/c 
—* elastic 
- If the proton momentum satisfies PLAB > 1.3 G e ^ c —У inelastic 
- If the missing mass Мм < 0.2GeV —» elastic, where Мм = ^/ρμΡμ and 
Ρ'' = Σ(Ρ™χ-Ρ?η) 
- If none of the above —* inelastic 
- Single diffractive events can be recognized in various ways. Wherever they 
are excluded in the work described in this thesis, this will be done as follows: 
We define the Feynman χ variable i f = PÎ/Pmax· ^ the e v e n t contains a 
positive track that , when it is assigned the mass of the beam particle, satisfies 
\XF\ > 0.88, it is taken as single diffractive and removed from the sample. 
4 .1 .3 O t h e r c u t s 
To avoid very large weights for Vo ' s (cf. section 4.2), events are accepted only if 
their primary vertex lies in a limited part of the fiducial volume. This part of the 
volume is defined by 
R < 40 cm, χ < 0, |y| < 30 cm, |z | < 18 cm 
where R = y/x2 + y 2 . 
When FNC results are needed, the rolls for which detector malfunction is 
signalled (cf. subsection 4.3.1) tire not used. 
4.1.4 S u m m a r y 
Of course in general, the classes of events removed by the above criteria over­
lap. In the rest of this work we demand that the events do not carry the 'program 
failed' flag, have a proper beam reconstruction, obey the criteria for the CTOPOK 
primary vertex quahty and do not contain single identified electrons. Their pri­
mary vertex position is restricted to the fiducial volume defined above. Elastic 
candidates are removed, single diffractive candidates included. When the analysis 
involves FNC results, the rolls with bad FNC/FGD data are rejected. The number 
of events remaining for physics analysis is given in table 4.1. 
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OnDST 
АГ| analysis 
Reconstruction failed 
Bad beam 
Bad primary vertex 
Electrons 
Fiducial volume cut 
Elastic candidate 
Sample used 
Kl analysis 
FNC/FGD OK 
Reconstruction failed 
Bad beam 
Bad primary vertex 
Electrons 
Elastic candidate 
Sample used 
7Г+р 
128 507 
3 567 
12 777 
12 457 
3 195 
38 706 
2 616 
55 189 
99 535 
1418 
10 240 
11894 
2 310 
3 342 
70 331 
A'+p 
49 569 
889 
5 010 
4 393 
1622 
15 011 
1073 
21571 
33 861 
689 
3 535 
3 078 
1 049 
1244 
25 155 
PP 
8 372 
0 
836 
785 
233 
2 672 
207 
3 639 
8 372 
0 
836 
785 
233 
352 
6 166 
Table 4.1 The event samples used in this thesis 
4.2 Decays in the Bubble Chamber 
The sample of decays (For simplicity we use the terms 'decay' and V o to denote 
neutral particles decaying into 2 particles of opposite charge and also for converting 
photons in this section) fitted in the bubble chamber is used to determine the cross 
section for neutral hadrons. For that to be possible, the decays have to be classified 
into photons, Kg, Л and Л and the V^'s originating at the primary vertex have 
to be selected. In addition, the efficiency to detect a neutral hadron of certain 
4-momentum has to be calculated and losses have to be corrected for. 
4.2.1 Select ion of 0,в 
In order to make corrections for losses possible at all, losses have to be well 
defined. We, therefore, impose the following cuts on the Vo 's and assume that 
physical quantities are not biased by these cuts: 
- The V o has to be reconstructed with a good quality. We demand that exactly 
one positive and one negative outgoing track are reconstructed with good 
quality (in the sense of [1]) and with Δρ/ρ < 25%. 
- The scanning efficiency of F 0 ' s turns out to drop if the V o vertex is too close 
to the primary interaction vertex. The minimal distance /
m
i
n
 required to keep 
this extra loss negligible depends on the Vo momentum. The weighted total 
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number of V 0 s in different momentum bins was calculated as function of Іты, 
when no cut on / m ¡ n was in effect. As can be seen from figure 4.1 that number 
is fairly constant for large /„у,,. Below a certain value the curve drops. The 
final values used for /
m
i
n
 are obtained by demanding that the total weighted 
number of Vr0s varies by less than 5% for all /
т
ш above the chosen value. 
Those final values are tabulated in table 4.2. 
Figure 4.1 The total weighted number of Kg as function of /min in the mo­
mentum bin 2 < p[GeVc] < 5 
Momentum (Ge\^ fc) 
/min (cm) 
< 1 
1 
1-2 
2 
2-5 
5 
5-10 
7 
>10 
• 10 
Table 4.2 The values of ¡m¡n used in different momentum intervals 
The scanning efficiency also drops rapidly near the edge of the fiducial volume. 
This volume is defined as 
Я < 30 cm for χ > 0 
R < 40 cm for χ < 0 
,|y| < 3 0 cm, \z\ < 18 cm. 
With this definition, the scanning loss is uniform over the entire volume for 
all events scanned by a given lab. 
The number of V o 's passing each of the cuts is listed in table 4.3 for the π + ρ and 
K+p sample separately. 
As mentioned above only V o 's originating at the primary vertex (connected 
fits), that can be fit to at least one of the four available connected (three con­
straint) hypotheses, are used in our analysis. During measurement the decision to 
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Events 
Reconstructed F0vertices 
Ree. quality O.K. 
'min 
Fiducial volume 
π+ρ 
55 189 
23 325 
16 140 
14 376 
13 554 
K+p 
21 571 
10 468 
7 323 
6 540 
6 152 
Table 4.3 The number of V0 's passing the various cuts 
measure a Vo is taken only if it points to a vertex of the measured event. However, 
that decision is made by human eye. Consequently a substantial number of Vo s 
not pointing exactly (even within measurement and reconstruction uncertainty) 
is measured. Those V 0 s will, in general, fail the connected hypothesis but fit the 
corresponding unconnected (one constraint) hypothesis mentioned in chapter 3. 
The fit probability distribution of all Vo 's to a certain hypothesis will be the 
sum of a flat distribution, from the true decays corresponding to this hypothesis 
and an exponentially falling distribution from the decays corresponding to a 'false' 
hypothesis. A probability value P
c u
t has to be chosen such that for Ρ > P
c n t the 
contribution from 'false' fits can be neglected. If Peut is chosen too high, many 
decays will fail to fit any hypothesis (the so called no-fit cases), while too low a 
value will lead to many cases where more than one hypothesis gives an acceptable 
fit (ambiguities). 
In figure 4.2 the probability distributions are shown for the four hypotheses, 
for all fits with Ρ > 10~*. For the hadronic decays the distributions are essentially 
flat for Ρ > 10%. Below that value they show the expected peak at Ρ —• 0. For 
photons there is, in addition, a relatively small rise near Ρ = 1. 
The conclusion seems to be that a reasonable value for Р
с и 1 is 10%. Since 
all decays have to belong to one of the hypotheses and the ' true' part of the 
distribution is assumed to be flat also below the cutoff value, one would expect 
not more than 10% of all decays to fail any fit. We find 30% of those cases. 
The fit inefficiency is probably due to small scatters of secondary tracks. This 
causes the measured values to be distributed not according to a Gaussian around 
the true value. This is illustrated in figure 4.3, where the so-called pull plots are 
given for the successful fits (PCut = 1 0 - 4 ) to the connected Kg hypothesis. The 
pulls axe plotted in the variables used in the fit: momentum p, azimuthal angle 
φ and dip angle Θ. The average and RMS of the pulls is tabulated in table 4.4. 
The pulls for ρ and φ are what one expects: the average value is very close to 0, 
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Figure 4.2 Probability distribution of all connected fits to the four decay hy­
potheses with Ρ > 1 0 - 4 
- 0 . 7 5 0 . 0 . 7 5 - 0 . 7 5 0. 0 . 7 5 - 0 . 7 5 0. 0 . 7 5 
(Рпг-рыЕАзУАр ( Θ ^ - Θ ^ / Δ Θ (<pm-<P*xs)/à<P 
Figure 4.3 Pull plots for uniquely fitted K% with P e t = Ю - 4 
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Ρ 
φ 
θ 
Average 
-0.116 
-0.092 
0.244 
RMS 
0.960 
0.975 
0.636 
Table 4.4 The average values of the pulls and their RMS for ρ, φ and θ 
and the RMS of the values is about 1. For Θ, the plot is considerably narrower, 
indicating that the fitted sample contains cases with, on average, relatively small 
errors. 
It is therefore interesting to check whether lowering P
c u
t indeed causes fits of 
lower quality to be accepted. If the quality is, on average, not worse than for a 
higher PCot value, it is tempting to increase statistics by using this lower value. 
A convenient tool for this check can be found in [2]. Armenteros et al. show 
in this and later work that the decay kinematics of a particle can be parametrized 
in 3-momenta only, thus making a comparison of different mass hypotheses in one 
single figure possible. The authors define the variables 
a = —^ k and pt. = pZ = pT, 
Pv° 
where p £ and p £ are the components of the measured momentum of the positive 
resp. negative decay product parallel to the Vo total momentum ppo, and ρτ is 
the component transverse to that direction. The value of these variables depends 
on the frame in which the momenta are measured. It is shown that in these two 
variables the decay of particles of given mass and momentum can be represented 
by a certain curve. Moreover, the curves for different momenta are very close to 
each other, whereas their shape and position are very sensitive to the mass of the 
V o . Therefore, using the momenta in the lab frame (or in any other frame for that 
matter) , the points in the plot will concentrate in certain bands, depending on the 
neutrals true mass. The experimental uncertainty in the measured value of the 
momentum of the decay products causes an additional broadening of these bands. 
However, most regions in the plot belong to at most one of the hypotheses. Since 
the three-momentum of the decay products in the lab frame can be used, no mass 
hypothesis has to be made to construct the plot. 
In figure 4.4 Armenteros plots are shown for the cases where only one mass 
hypothesis yields a successful fit with Peut == 10-4[&)-d)]· In addition, plots are 
shown for the ambiguous cases, with Peut = 10 _ 4[e)] and P
c u
t = l O - 2 ^ ) ] , respec­
tively. We see that the bands for the unique fits are indeed nicely separated even 
for the low Peut- The ambiguous fits concentrate, as expected, in the areas where 
the bands overlap. Raising P
c u
t to the higher value does not make this ambiguous 
region visibly smaller. This indicates that the contamination of badly measured 
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Figure 4.4 Armenteros plots for unique and ambiguous fits with Pc n t=10 - 4 
and for ambiguous fits with fcat=10-2 
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decays in the Pc u t = 10 4 sample is not significantly bigger than in the case of the 
lower Pent· 
Since there is no clear reason to prefer one of the cuts, we will calculate all 
physical quantities using P c n t = 10~4 and estimate the systematic uncertainty by 
comparison to the values obtained with Pc u t = 1 0 - 2 . 
We assume that the no-fits are simply those cases that happen to fall into 
the tail of the probabiHty distribution. To check this assumption, we compare the 
mass determination of no-fit 0,з to that of the successful fits. From figure 4.5 
- 0.5 
> 
connected unconnected 
·. . . - *„' ' « 
no fit 
- '- /'·• * · \ -
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
0. 
-0.75 0. 0.75-0.75 0. 0.75-0.75 0. 0.75 
( P + L - P " L ) / P * 
Figure 4.5 ArmenteroB plots for connected, unconnected and unsuccessful fits 
we see that the bands are located in the same regions for the successful and the 
unsuccessful fits. However, they are wider in the no-fit cases. 
We, therefore, consider the no-fits as being distributed between connected 
and unconnected fits and among the various masses in the same proportion the 
successful fits are distributed. 
4.2.2 Resolv ing ambiguous fits 
The number of connected V 0 , s in each unique and ambiguous class is given in 
table 4.5. In the current subsection we will go into the methods available to 
resolve the ambiguities or correct for the loss due to ambiguous fits. We will make 
extensive use of the decay angle, defined as (Н, d), the angle between the line of 
flight (1 o.f.) of the V o in the lab frame and the line of flight of the decay track in 
the V o rest frame. Thus θ(Α,ρ) denotes the angle between the F 0 l.o.f. in the lab 
frame and the l.o.f. of the positive decay track, after it has been transformed to 
the Vo rest frame, assuming that the neutral is а Λ and the positive decay product 
is a proton. Note that, for the same Vo, this angle will in general be different from 
Since the A'ij is a spinless particle, the distribution of is expected to be 
cos0(Ä5,π + ) is expected to be to be flat. For Λ and Λ not polarized in the 
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Hypothesis 
7 
K0s 
Kh 
A 
Ay 
AK0S 
AK0
s7 
A 
Αη 
ΑΚ% 
ΑΚ%
Ί 
AA 
ΑΑ
Ί 
AAK% 
AAK%t 
Total connected 
unconnected 
no-fits 
Total 
P c u t = 1 0 - ' 
π > 
5983 
1937 
124 
691 
252 
176 
3 
121 
215 
84 
2 
1 
9589 
1788 
2177 
13554 
Κ+ρ 
2452 
1065 
40 
284 
102 
93 
80 
96 
65 
1 
1 
4280 
837 
1035 
6152 
A u t = 1 0 - 3 
π+ρ 
6357 
2077 
149 
719 
312 
209 
8 
125 
282 
104 
9 
3 
10354 
1921 
1279 
13554 
Κ+ρ 
2555 
1121 
55 
289 
132 
133 
4 
87 
121 
74 
1 
1 
4573 
895 
684 
6152 
Л«*=іо-
4 
π+ρ 
6553 
2154 
174 
741 
362 
250 
13 
130 
327 
125 
13 
2 
1 
10845 
2044 
665 
13554 
Α'+ρ 
2611 
1150 
61 
278 
157 
161 
4 
85 
148 
88 
4 
1 
1 
4749 
923 
480 
6152 
T a b l e 4.5 Ambiguity table for different .P
cu
tvalues 
production plane, one also expects cos0(A,p) and cos0(A,7r+) to be flat. In figure 
4.6 the cos θ distributions are shown for unique K0S, A and A(we use P c u t = 1 0 - 4 
from here on). 
Ambiguities populate very limited regions in cos θ of the competing hypothe­
ses. In figure 4.7 the cose? plots for Kg/A and Kg/A are shown. A photon 
interpreted as any of the hadron hypotheses has a value of | cos0| very close to 1. 
In fact, of all 1265 ambiguities with 7, 1233 have | cos0 | > 0.98. The distri­
butions for unique Ад, Λ and Λ do not show any depletion in this region. We 
therefore assume that all V 0 's that successfully fit the 7 hypothesis are photons if 
| cos0 | > 0.98, but not otherwise. 
After the ambiguities with 7's are solved, we are left with 415 K%/A, 215 
Kg/ A and 2 Λ/Λ ambiguities. From the distribution of their decay angle we see 
that they are located at 
0.78 < сов (К%,п+) < 1 and - 0.2 < cos0(A,p) < 0.8 for K0S/A 
- 1 < сов {К%,п+) < -0.78 and - 0.8 < cos0(A,7r+) < 0.2 for tfil/A. 
In these regions a depletion in the distribution for unique fits is indeed observed. 
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+ + 
Λ anti Л 
— t — 
-0.75 0. 0.75 -0.75 0. 0.75 -0.75 О. 0.75 
COS0 
Figure 4.6 Distributions in cos θ for uniquely fitted Kg, Λ and Λ 
There axe 2 ways to proceed: 
1. Drop all decays (also the uniquely fitted) having a decay angle in the ambigu­
ous region. Since the distribution in this angle is expected to be flat, a weight 
to account for the eliminated region can easily be determined. This results in 
a sample containing only uniquely fitted neutrals. 
2. The statistics can be increased by assigning the ambiguities to one of the 
hypotheses in a way that makes the angular distribution of all hypotheses flat. 
The number of ambiguous decays that is needed in each of the competing 
hypotheses can be determined from the magnitude of the depletion in the 
distribution of the decay angle for the unique fits. Each ambiguous decay 
is assigned to one of the hypotheses, depending on the ratio of probabilities 
of the two fits. Figure 4.7 illustrates this procedure. The contamination of 
'wrong' fits in this sample can be estimated from the fraction of decays that 
came from the ambiguous samples. 
Compared to method 2, method 1 produces a sample that is free of contamination. 
In the К g case a contamination-free sample can be reached by removal of less than 
20% of the unique decays. However, in the Л and Л cases about 35% of the unique 
fits have to be removed. Since the unique baryonic samples are much smaller than 
the Kg sample even before the 0-cut, method 1 is suited only for the Kg case. 
For each type of analysis we will choose one of the two samples, depending 
on what is needed in order to minimize biases. We will denote those samples the 
'unique' and the 'maximal' sample. 
4.2.3 Correction weights 
To correct for losses of decaying particles each accepted Vo is given a weight ac­
cording to the efficiency for detecting and accepting a particle of given parameters. 
It is calculated as the inverse of the following efficiencies: 
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F i g u r e 4.7 Distributions in cosò for Kg/A and KgA in the Kg frame and 
K%/A(K) in the Л(Л) frame 
1. Scanning efficiency: 
Based on a comparison of the two scan passes, a scanning efficiency e, for V0,s 
is determined. Its value is lab dependent and varies between 77 and 97.2%. 
The average value is 96.7% (Nijmegen and Serpukhov measure 70% of the 
statistics and have an efficiency of 97.2%). 
The introduction of the I
m i n cut improves this (average) efficiency only slightly. 
This can be understood as follows: 
- The tain cut compensates additional scanning losses at small decay lengths. 
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Figure 4.8 The probabilities of the competing hypotheses for ambiguous de­
cays. The line divides this sample into decays that are assigned to 
one of the unique samples. 
Its influence is seen mainly for the high momentum V 0s. However, those 
are relatively rare. 
- Comparing the results of different scanning passes will give information on 
the probabihty that a V o on the picture will be spotted by the scanning 
personnel, provided the Vo can be seen. This efficiency depends on whether 
or not the f
mm
 cut is imposed. The quoted value is the one where the i
m l n 
cut is m effect. 
2. Reconstruction efficiency. 
The number of V o vertices satisfying the quality cuts is compared to the num­
ber of V0,s scanned in the events used. The ratio e
r
 of these two numbers 
varies between 60 and 80%, the average being 70%. 
3. Fit efficiency: 
The total number NQ of V0s satisfying all cuts is divided into connected fits, 
unconnected fits and no-fits (as given in the lower part of table 4.5. We denote 
these numbers by Nc, N
u
 and JV
n
, respectively. Since we are interested in 
decaying particles originating at the primary vertex, only connected fits are 
selected for analysis. The unconnected fits are rejected and the no-fits are 
considered proportionally distributed between the two other classes. Hence 
the fit efficiency is calculated as 
N
c
 + N
u
 N
n 
£
'
 =
 —Ñ^ = 1 - Ñ - 0 · 
The values of ef depend on the lab and the probability cut imposed. The 
average value varies from 0 95 for Р
саі
 = Ю
- 4
 t o 0 75 for Р
с и 1 = Ю
- 2
. 
4. The limited detection volume - potential weights: 
If the path length of a semi-stable particle is either so short that its end point 
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is indistinguishable from the primary vertex or so long that its end point is 
outside the fiducial volume, the particle is not detected. The cut-ofF values are 
chosen such that at least e, of all decays that occur between these cut-offs are 
observed. 
The distribution in the path length Ζ of a decaying particle of given four 
momentum follows the exponential form, 
ËL - le-vu 
dl * /o 
where ¡o denotes the mean free path. The value of lg is given by 
1-1 I 
lo~ ld + I, 
where l¿ denotes the mean decay length and /, the interaction length of the Vo 
with hydrogen. In t u m 
ld = jßcTo = —τ0 
m 
with TQ the mean proper life time, ρ the momentum and m the Vo mass, and 
1. - Ì -
ρσ 
with ρ = 63mg/cm 3l 3lthe proton density in liquid hydrogen and σ the in­
teraction cross section for the neutral with hydrogen. This cross section is 
parametrized' 4 ' in millibam as 
„(„., =
 19 + ^ S 
„ ( A ) = 3o+MÌ 
Ρ
2 
j /τ\ ™ 60GeV/c 
and σ(Λ) = 30-1 — 
Ρ 
where σ(Κ^) stands for (σ(Κ0) + σ(Κ0)) /2. From this, the fraction of decays 
with a length between the cut-ofF values can be calculated. The inverse of this 
fraction, the so-called potential weight, is given by 
W
n o
t = P O t
 e -U .n / Í0CO8e x y _ e - / p o t / ' 0 
with /min the low cut-ofF length for a decay of this momentum and /pot the 
distance from the primary vertex to the boundary of the fiducial volume along 
ее 
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the line of flight of the Vo. 
5. Particles interacting before they decay: 
The previous correction assumes that all particles, that end their path in the 
fiducial volume, decay. To correct for those particles that interact with the 
hydrogen before they decay we introduce a weight 
6. Unobserved decay modes: 
The branching ratio for the decay Κ% —» π + π " is 0.68'3', for Λ(Λ) —» ρπ"(ρ7Γ+) 
it is 0.64. The V 0 ' s are assigned the inverse of these numbers as weight to 
correct for the unobserved modes. 
The efficiencies mentioned are corrected by a corresponding weight equal to the 
inverse of the efficiency. The averages of the values used are listed in table 4.6. 
Weight 
Scanning weight W
a
 = 1/e, 
Reconstruction weight W
r
 = l / i
r 
Fit weight Wf = l/t/ 
Potential and interaction weight 
Wpot x W t a t 
β cut 
Unobserved modes 
W
v
 = 1/b.r. 
( value) 
π+ρ | K+p 
1.03 
1.45 
1.05 
2.25 
2.02 
3.42 
1.09 
2.86 {K0S) 
1.99 (Л) 
4.34 (Л) 
1.25 for К % 
1.47 for * 4 . 
1.56 for Л/Л 
Dependent on 
Lab 
Lab 
Particle mass 
and momentum 
Table 4.6 Average values of the correction weights used for V0s 
The corrections introduced in this subsection are taken into account by assigning 
to each V o a weight equal to the product of all weights mentioned. 
4.2.4 Resu l t s from kinematical fitting and select ion 
In the remainder of this thesis, Ä^'s obtained with a probability cut P c u t = 1 0 - 4 
and through the 'unique' ambiguity resolution procedure of 4.2.2 will be used. The 
number of K0^ in that sample are 2065, in π+ρ interactions and 1028 for K+p. 
The distribution of measured mass for all uniquely fitted Vo 's is shown in 
figure 4.9. The average values obtained from our experiment are listed, together 
with the values from [3] in table 4.6. The values obtained in this experiment are 
slightly higher than the Particle Data Group Values. However, agreement is seen 
well within 2 standard deviations. 
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Figure 4.9 Measured mass distributions of the fitted 'unique' K
s
, Л and Л 
samples, using P
c u
t = 1 0 _ 
A 
A 
This experiment 
499І1 MeV/c* 
1117Í1 
Ш 7 І 1 
Particle Data Group 
497.67І0.13 MeV/c* 
1115.60i0.05 
1115.60i0.05 
Table 4.6 Measured mass values of Kg, A and Л compared to the literature 
values 
4.3 .ftTg (and neutrons) from the Forward Calorimeters 
The reconstruction chain of chapter 3 reduces the FNC data to energy showers 
and combines them, where possible, with spectrometer and FGD information. The 
neutral hadron data so obtained are attributed to K^ and (anti-)neutrons. The 
corrections needed to calculate Κ ι cross sections from these data will be described 
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in this section. 
4.3.1 D e t e c t o r malfunction 
The simplest problem encountered when analyzing the neutral hadron da ta is the 
malfunction of one of the two detectors that are used to reconstruct them: FGD 
and FNC. Beit a simple problem, the only solution is a radical one - reject all 
rolls where it is either evident from the data or known from operation conditions 
at the time that the detectors did not operate properly. 
The greatest loss in this context is caused by FNC. It turns out that all 
13 rolls of run A as well as the two first rolls of the run В do not contain usable 
FNC data. Of the remaining rolls, another 5 have to be rejected. This conclusion 
can be drawn when the average fraction of calorimeter cells containing an energy 
deposition above threshold in the events of a roll is compared to the average 
of all rolls. Most of the rejected rolls contain large parts where extremely few 
energy depositions are recorded. However, 2 rolls are vetoed since their data 
contain substantial energy depositions in many cells even after the correction of 
the pedestal subtraction algorithm described in chapter 3. Many events on these 
rolls yield far more energy than the expected maximum given by the incident beam 
energy of 250 GeVc. 
The problems with the detector, in particular at the beginning of the experi­
ment, can be traced back to the fact that NA22 was the first experiment to use it 
and no time was available for calibration and fine-tuning before the run. 
Six additional rolls had to be rejected because the FGD hardware did not 
function correctly. In this case, on-line detector monitoring during the run had 
revealed that there was a problem. 
4.3.2 Acceptance correct ions 
The transverse dimensions of FNC, 1.5x3 m 2 , about 40 m behind the interac­
tion point, provide an acceptance varying between 18.75 and 37.5 m r a d in the 
laboratory frame. All particles emitted at an angle smaller than 18.75 mrad are 
detected, none is at angles greater than 37.5 mrad. For intermediate angles the 
efficiency can be calculated, under the assumption that the generation of events is 
symmetric under a rotation around the beam axis. 
This acceptance is modified slightly due to the lateral (yz) position of the 
interaction point and the tilt of the beam - some additional particles can be 
detected at large angles whereas some of the particles emitted within small angles 
are lost. By using the angle of the particle with respect to the spectrometer axis 
rather than to the beam direction, this can be accounted for. 
To correct the region of intermediate acceptance, the distance of the particle 
from the center of FNC is calculated. A circle of radius equal to this distance falls 
partly inside, partly outside the detector. The fraction that falls inside is used as 
efficiency, its inverse is given as a weight to the hadron. 
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4.3.3 Reconstruct ion efficiency 
The reconstruction efficiency is studied by comparing the number of charged par­
ticles 'seen' in D6 to the number, out of those, that are associated with FNC 
showers. The ratio between the two numbers can be regarded as the fraction of 
hadrons that are reconstructed in FNC. Assuming that this efficiency does not 
depend on whether the hadrons are charged, the same efficiency also describes the 
reconstruction of neutral hadrons. 
The method accounts not only for reconstruction efficiency, but also for the 
fact that a certain fraction of hadrons is totally absorbed in FGD (again assuming 
similar behaviour of charged and neutral hadrons in this respect). 
The ratio depends strongly on the energy of the hadrons and is plotted as a 
« 1. 
0.8 
0 6 
0 4 
0.2 
0 
0 40 80 120 160 200 240 
Figure 4.10 The fraction of charged hadrons reaching D6, that are associated 
with FNC showers, as a function of the energy of the hadron 
function of energy in figure 4.10. Every reconstructed neutral hadron is weighted 
with the inverse of this ratio at the corresponding energy. 
4.3.4 Contaminat ion due t o η and ñ 
The calorimeter signals originating from η and ñ cannot be distinguished from the 
signals caused by K^. In particular in the ir+ induced reactions this provides a 
substantial background. To estimate this background we use data '5 ' obtained in 
the (forward) π + fragmentation region of the reaction 
π
+ ρ _> ρ + χ and 7Г+р —• ρ + Χ 
at 175 GéV/c beam momentum. If we assume symmetry between и and d quarks 
and between their antiquarks these rates are insensitive to the simultaneous trans­
formation _ 
u О d and ΰ Φ> d 
~ I I 
H—-i—» 
ι ι 
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Therefore, in the 7r+ fragmentation region they are equal to the rates for 
π
+
ρ —» η + X and π + ρ —» ñ + A-
respectively. If we further ignore energy dependence of these rates between 175 
and 250Се\^ the cross sections obtained at 175 Ge\^: can be used to estimate 
the (anti-)neutron background in our experiment in the π + fragmentation region. 
Each Κ ι used in π+ρ interactions is assigned a weight 
σ(ζρ,ρτ)(κ1 + η + ñ ) - σ(ζτ.ίΡτ)(η + ñ) 
σ(τρ,Ρτ)(Κί+η + 7ϊ) 
where χ F and ρτ are the Feynman χ and transverse momentum of the AT", re­
spectively. 
In the K+ induced reactions we ignore the contribution of (anti-)neutrons in 
the region where the calorimeter data are used since K0 production dominates at 
reasonably large χ ρ • 
4.4 Conversion to Cross Section 
For each accepted event, every track is propagated to the position of the trigger 
elements. Taking into account the azimuthal (around the beam axis) symmetry 
of the incoming particles and therefore of the Physics generated by them, the 
probability for this event (or its rotated equivalents) t o cause a trigger is calculated. 
The event is weighted with the inverse of this probability. 
To correct for further multiplicity dependent losses each event is assigned a 
weight, such that the charge multiplicity distribution of [6] is reproduced. 
If an event is accepted, the badly reconstructed tracks in it are usually ex­
cluded from inclusive distributions. In this work only tracks with Δ ρ / ρ < 25% 
and having a reliable reconstruction result (in the sense of [1]) are accepted. 
To minimize biases in the track samples, the number of selected positive and 
negative tracks for each multiplicity is counted and a weight is applied to the 
selected tracks so as to reproduce the correct number of tracks of each charge in 
each multiplicity. 
The number of events corresponding to a cross section of 1 /ib, the so-called 
microbam equivalent, for the samples used is given in table 4.7. The Kg sample 
.K5 sample 
К'£ sample 
π+ρ 
2.635 
3.360 
K+p 
1.217 
1.410 
PP 
0.112 
0.190 
T a b l e 4.7 Microbarn equivalents of the samples used. 
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is defined using the fiducial volume cut for primary vertices, but not the detector 
malfunction cut. For K^ analysis the detector malfunction cut is used, but primary 
vertices are accepted in the entire fiducial volume of RCBC. 
4.4.1 Est imat ion of sys temat ic uncertainties in Kn yields 
The experimentîd values quoted for Kn yields are the weighted average of the 
values obtained from К% detection in RCBC and K^ detection in F N C / F G D . 
To estimate the systematic uncertainties we have folded in a comparison be­
tween these two measurement methods. When the measurements did not agree 
within their statistical error, a systematic error was introduced to cover the dif­
ference. 
In addition, a systematic error for measurements based on Kg was determined 
by a study of the effects of changing the cutoff values used in the selection proce­
dure of К$. Such a study was performed for the effects of the /mi,, and Pent values 
and for the effects of varying the fiducial volume. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Inclusive Neutral Kaon Production 
'T" N this chapter we present results on inclusive neutral kaon production in the 
- ^ reactions 
K+p ->Kn + X (1) 
π+ρ -> Kn + X (2) 
at 250 GeV/c, where Kn stands for K0 and K*. 
Below 250 GeV/c, inclusive neutral kaon production has been studied system­
atically in a number of K+pll~6> and π + ρ1 6 _ 1 1 1 experiments. However, for beam 
momenta above 70 GeV/c, reaction (1) is studied in only one K+p experiment (at 
147 Ge^c ' 6 ! ) with very limited statistics. For reaction (2) the experimental situa­
tion is even worse: there is a large systematic difference between the data obtained 
at ІбМ and 18.5 GeV/cI9), whüe the data at 32І1 0], lOOl"! and 147 GeV/ct6) suffer 
from lower statistics. 
To obtain Kn cross sections, both the data obtained from Kg decays in the 
bubble chamber and from K^ detection in the forward calorimeter will be used. 
However, due to the limited acceptance of the calorimeter, the Kl da ta will be used 
only to calculate values in the forward direction (xp > 0). The K^ data are not 
used directly for the calculation of integrated cross sections and pj· distributions. 
However, they are used to estimate systematic errors in these cases by comparison 
of the К £ and Kg data in the region of phase space where K^ are detected. 
5.1 Integrated Inclusive and Semi-Inclusive Cross Sections 
The integrated inclusive cross section for reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GeV/c deter­
mined with the procedures described in chapter 4 is equal to 
« W * " ) = 15.0 ± 0.7(1.0)mb 
and σ„+
ρ
(Κη) = 10.6 ± 0.3(0.8)mb ( ' 
where the first error is statistical and the second one includes our estimate of 
systematic uncertainties. These values are compared in figure 5.1 with the data 
at lower energ ies ' 1 - 1 1 ' and are also collected in table 5.1. The Kn cross section 
in reaction (1), almost constant between 3 and 16 Ge\^:, increases in the beam 
momentum range 16 - 250 Се\7с with practically the same rate as in reaction (2). 
This increase can be parametrized by the logarithmic dependence on c m . energy 
squared s 
oïnci =а + Ь \n(s/so) (4) 
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PincíGeV^) 
3.0 
5.0 
8.2 
12.7 
16.0 
32.1 
70.0 
147.0 
250.0 
σ{Κ+ρ -+ KnX) 
5.70 ±0.6 
5.48 ±0.22 
2.79 ±0.26 
3.0 ± 0.5 
3.02 ±0.18 
3.88 ±0.18 
5.1 ± 0.3 
5.9 ± 2.0 
15.0 ±0.7(1.0) 
P¡nc(GeV/c) 
15.0 
16.0 
18.5 
32.1 
100.0 
147.0 
250.0 
σ(π+ρ -ν ΚηΧ) 
2.68 ±0.06 
3.06 ±0.14 
2.28 ±0.14 
4.14 ±0.28 
8.2 ± 0.8 
8.0 ± 0.6 
10.6 ±0.3(0.8) 
Table 5.1 Compilation of the inclusive Kn cross section in A'+p and π·+ρ in­
teractions 
Figure 5.1 Inclusive Kn cross section for reactions (1) and (2) as a function of 
the squared c m . energy a. The data points at 250 Ge\7c are given 
with inclusion of systematic errors. The dashed lines represent the 
best fits to the form (4) with the parameters given in table 5.2. The 
dashed lines are obtained when equal slopes b are assumed. The 
solid lines correspond to the fit in which that constraint is dropped. 
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Formula 
(4) 
(4) with 
Ьк+р = &π+ρ 
(6) 
(6) with 
Ь
'к+р = К+р 
Parameters 
a(mb) 
ò(mb) 
XVNDF 
aA-+p(mb) 
a^+pimb) 
6(mb) 
X2/NDF 
a'(mb) 
^(mb) 
X2/NDF 
a
'A-+p(m b) 
a '^^mb) 
ò(mb) 
X2/NDF 
Reactions 
K+p ->Kn + X 
-4.3 ±1.0 
3.02 ± 0.28 
1.86/4 
π+ρ -» Kn + X 
-7.0 ± 0.6 
2.78 ± 0.16 
13.1/5 
-3.68 ±0.64 
-7.26 ± 0.54 
2.84 ± 0.16 
15/10 
-0.022 ± 0.025 
0.067 ± 0.006 
2.2/3 
-0.129 ±0.013 
0.058 ± 0.004 
43/4 
-0.070 ± 0.013 
-0.139 ±0.011 
0.061 ± 0.003 
47/9 
T a b l e 5.2 Fits of the integrated K" inclusive cross sections and the K% av­
erage multiplicities by the forms (4) and (6) in the 15-250 Ge\7c 
beam momentum interval for reactions (1) and (2) separately and 
assuming equal slopes 6(6') for К+p and π + ρ reactions 
(lines in figure 5.1) with So = 1 GeV2. The best values of the fitted parameters are 
given in table 5.2. The values the of slope parameter b for reactions (1) and (2) 
are the same within errors. The large value of x 2 / N D F for reaction (2) is mainly 
due to the discrepancy of the two data points at 16'*' and 18.5 СеЛ^с'9! with small 
errors. 
The average Л'5 multiplicity per inelastic collision, 
(A'S) = σ(Κ03)/σΐΛα, 
calculated at 250 Ge\7cl12lwith the values of 
<Tinei(A'+p) = 17.51 + O.llmb 
and a i n ei(ff+p) = 20.86 + 0.12mb, 
amount to 
(5) 
(KS)K+P = 0.420 ± 0.015(0.029) 
and (K0
s
)„+p = 0.252 ± 0.007(0.018), 
where the first error is again statistical and the second one includes systematic 
errors. A fit of the form 
(КІ)=а, + На/8о) (6) 
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Figure 5.2 Integrated inclusive cross sections for reaction K+ —* Kn-\-Kn +X 
аз a function of c m . energy squared 
(во = 1 GeV 2 ) to the available K+p and π + ρ data in the beam momentum range 
16 - 250 GeV/c yields the parameters given in table 5.2. The experimental {Κς) 
values at 250 GeV/c (5) and the slopes b' in table 5.2 are in reasonable agreement 
with the predictions of the quark - combinatorics model of Anisovich et al ' 1 3 ' : 
{Кs) K+p = 0.382 aad (К05)я+р = 0.222, 
b'K+P(Ks) = K+P(K0S) = 0.067. 
(?) 
It has already been shown earlier'4'*' that the increase with energy of the integrated 
inclusive K" cross section in reaction (1) can be essentially attributed to the multi-
kaon production. Indeed, taking only Kn observed as Kg are taken into account, 
the inclusive cross sections for the two-particle reactions 
K+p -*Kn + Kn+X 
π
+
ρ -+ Kn + Kn + X 
(8) 
(9) 
equal respectively to 0.32 ± 0.08[41 and 0.23 ± 0.07[101 mb at 32 GeV/c, have in­
creased up to respectively 1.34 ± 0 . 1 5 and 1.25 ± 0 . 2 5 mb at 250 G e ^ c . T h e rise of 
the cross section for reaction (7) as a function of c m . energy squared is illustrated 
in figure 5.2. The Kn inclusive cross section and the Κ% average multiplicity in 
reactions (1) and (2) at 250 Ge\yc are tabulated as a fimction of charged particle 
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F i g u r e 5.3 Average K% multiplicity {K%)
n
 in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GeVJc 
as a function of charged particle multiplicity n. The lines represent 
the best fit to the form (9) with the parameters given in table 5.3. 
multiplicity η in table 5.3. The dependence of {^5),» on η is also shown in fig­
ure 5.3. This dependence in reaction (1) at 32 Ge\ f^c was shown to be a decreasing 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
K+p 
(I<%) 
0.17 
0.29 
0.51 
0.47 
0.45 
0.55 
0.42 
0.42 
0.32 
±0.02 
±0.02 
±0.02 
±0.02 
±0.02 
±0.03 
±0.03 
±0.05 
±0.07 
σ(Α'») 
0.46 ±0.06 
1.70 ±0.14 
3.32 ±0.20 
3.10 ±0.20 
2.60 ±0.16 
2.16 ±0.14 
1.00 ±0.10 
0.50 ±0.04 
0.16 ±0.02 
π+ρ. 
(K%) 
0.066 
0.149 
0.249 
0.256 
0.293 
0.351 
0.360 
0.34 
0.41 
±0.007 
±0.007 
±0.009 
± 0.009 
± 0.010 
± 0.014 
± 0.019 
±0.03 
±0.05 
σ 
0.196 
1.02 
1.86 
1.96 
1.96 
1.66 
1.02 
0.48 
0.26 
(Kn) 
± 0.010 
±0.06 
±0.10 
±0.10 
±0.10 
±0.10 
±0.12 
±0.12 
±0.12 
T a b l e 5.3 The average number of Kg and the K" cross section as function of 
charged multiplicity n,.], 
function of η and weis parametrized by the linear form 
(K0
s
)„ = a + bn (9) 
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with parameters a = 0.336 ± 0.009 and 6 = -0.0164 ± O.OOlSl4'. However, in 
analogy with π 0 production one expected in [4] that this dependence will flatten 
off at higher energies and eventually start to increase at still higher energies. Our 
data confirm this expectation in exhibiting the behavior (figure 5.3) usually seen 
at high energies for inclusive π 0 production. Fits to the form (9) (the straight lines 
in figure 5.3) yield the values given in table 5.4 for the parameters. The slopes 6 
in formula (9) for reactions (1) and (2) are equal within errors. 
α 
b 
K+p 
0.216 ± 0.021 
0.020 ± 0.003 
тг+р 
0.037 ± 0.008 
0.024 ± 0.001 
Table 5.4 Fits of the average number of Kg to the form (9) 
5.2 Inclusive Distributions 
5.2.1 T h e άσ/άχγ and f(xw) distributions 
The non-invariant da/dxp and Lorentz-invaxiant 
distributions for Kn in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 СеЛ^с are tabulated in Ta­
bles 5.5 and 5.6 and compared with other data in figure 5.4 and 5.5. The data at 
250 Ge\/c for К% and K^ practically coincide, as expected. Comparing the 32І4), 
70'sl and 250 G e ^ c data for reaction (1) in figure 5.4a we see a small variation of 
the cross section in the beam {xp > 0.2) region. The main increase of the inclusive 
Kn cross section in reaction(l) with increasing energy, however, comes from the 
central region. This is also true for reaction (2) (figure 5.4b). 
For the invariant /(XF)-distributions (figure 5.5) the energy dependence is 
even smaller than for the da/dx? distributions. 
We also compare in figure 5.5b the / ( i f ) distributions of Kn produced in 
7Г+р and π~ρ reactions at 250 GeV/c. The π~ρ data come from the 15' bubble 
chamber experiment at Fermilab' 1 4 ! . In the backward c m . hemisphere (XF < 0) 
the Kn spectra in π + ρ and π~ρ reactions at 250 GéV/c are quite close to each 
other. However, in the forward c m . hemisphere (xp > 0) the 250 GéV/c π+ρ 
data axe surprisingly closer t o the 32 Ge\7c π+ρ than to the 250 Ge\7c π " ρ data, 
implying quite significant losses of fast K" in the π'ρ experiment. 
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K+p 
XF 
-0.840 ±0.120 
-0.620 ±0.100 
-0.460 ±0.060 
-0.350 ±0.050 
-0.255 ±0.045 
-0.175 ±0.035 
-0.115 ±0.025 
-0.065 ±0.025 
-0.020 ±0.020 
0.020 ±0.020 
0.060 ±0.020 
0.100 ±0.020 
0.135 ±0.015 
0.160 ±0.010 
0.185 ±0.015 
0.215 ±0.015 
0.245 ±0.015 
0.275 ±0.015 
0.305 ±0.015 
0.335 ±0.015 
0.365 ±0.015 
0.395 ±0.015 
0.430 ±0.020 
0.470 ±0.020 
0.510 ±0.020 
0.550 ±0.020 
0.590 ±0.020 
0.630 ±0.020 
0.690 ±0.040 
0.770 ±0.040 
0.850 ±0.040 
0.930 ±0.040 
da/dxp [^ b] 
70 ± 40 
80 ± 50 
1100 ± 200 
900 ± 200 
1600 ± 300 
4200 ± 600 
9000 ±1100 
13800 ±1400 
25000 ±2000 
42000 ±3000 
46000 ±4000 
38000 ±4000 
43200 ±1900 
38500 ±1800 
30600 ±1300 
24800 ±1200 
22000 ±1000 
19000 ±1000 
15300 ± 900 
11400 ± 700 
12400 ± 800 
10100 ± 700 
7500 ± 500 
6600 ± 500 
6500 ± 500 
4700 ± 400 
4800 ± 400 
3200 ± 300 
3070 ± 220 
1990 ± 175 
1460 ± 150 
860 ± 100 
π
+ 
XF 
-0.800±0.120 
-0.600±0.080 
-0.460±0.060 
-0.355±0.045 
-0.275±0.035 
-0.210±0.030 
-0.155±0.025 
-0.110±0.020 
-0.070±0.020 
-0.035±0.015 
-0.005±0.015 
0.025±0.015 
0.055±0.015 
0.085±0.015 
0.120±0.020 
0.155±0.015 
0.180±0.010 
0.200±0.010 
0.220±0.010 
0.240±0.010 
0.260±0.010 
0.280±0.010 
0.305±0.015 
0.335±0.015 
0.365±0.015 
0.395±0.015 
0.430±0.020 
0.470±0.020 
0.510±0.020 
0.550±0.020 
0.590±0.020 
0.630±0.020 
0.670±0.020 
0.730±0.040 
0.810±0.040 
0.890±0.040 
0.970±0.040 
Ρ 
da/dx μЪ 
27± 19 
140± 50 
470± 100 
520± 120 
1800± 200 
3400± 400 
4400± 500 
8300± 700 
15000±1000 
19800±1500 
33000±2000 
39000±2000 
47500±3000 
41000±3000 
23800±2000 
21300± 700 
17200± 600 
15400± 600 
13800± 500 
10000± 400 
9100± 400 
8000± 400 
7200± 300 
5700± 300 
4700± 200 
4500± 200 
2900± 160 
• 2600± 150 
1700± 120 
1600± 120 
1500± 110 
1200± 100 
800± 80 
700± 50 
490± 40 
360± 40 
210± 30 
T a b l e 5.5 Experimental values of da/dx f at 250 Ge\yc 
Fits of the Kn f(xF)-spectra for reactions (1) and (2) at 250 G e ^ c in the 
proton fragmentation region xp < —0.3 to the power-law dependence /(xp) = 
J 4 ( 1 — | x f | ) " , suggested by quark counting rules' 1 5 !, give η = 4.6±0.8 and 4.8±0.7, 
respectively, in agreement with the predicted value of 4. In the same xp-range the 
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I 
XF 
-0.720±0.120 
-0.520±0.080 
-0.380±0.060 
-0.280±0.040 
-0.205±0.035 
-0.140±0.030 
-0.085±0.025 
-0.040±0.020 
0.000±0.020 
0.040±0.020 
0.080±0.020 
0.125±0.025 
0.160±0.010 
0.180±0.010 
0.205±0.015 
0.235±0.015 
0.265±0.015 
0.295±0.015 
0.325±0.015 
0.355±0.015 
0.385±0.015 
0.425±0.025 
0.470±0.020 
0.510±0.020 
0.570±0.040 
0.650±0.040 
0.730±0.040 
0.810±0.040 
0.890±0.040 
0,965±0,035 
HXF) filbl 
31± 15 
155± 40 
200± 40 
540± 80 
870± 90 
1000± 90 
1680±110 
2030±130 
2450±120 
2560±120 
3050±180 
2470±200 
3020± 90 
2770± 90 
2890± 80 
2350± 80 
2210± 80 
2110± 80 
1940± 80 
1690± 80 
1770± 90 
1390± 60 
1290± 70 
930± 60 
930± 40 
700± 40 
560± 40 
410± 30 
330± 30 
210± 30 
K+p 
Xf 
-0.760 ±0.120 
-0.540 ±0.100 
-0.375 ±0.065 
-0.255 ±0.055 
-0.160 ±0.040 
-0.090 ±0.030 
-0.035 ±0.025 
0.015 ±0.025 
0.065 ±0.025 
0.120 ±0.030 
0.170 ±0.020 
0.205 ±0.015 
0.235 ±0.015 
0.265 ±0.015 
0.300 ±0.020 
0.340 ±0.020 
0.380 ±0.020 
0.425 ±0.025 
0.470 ±0.020 
0.530 ±0.040 
0.610 ±0.040 
0.690 ±0.040 
0.770 ±0.040 
0.850 ±0.040 
0.930 ±0.040 
/ ( X F ) ¡ИЪ] 
85 ± 40 
190 ± 60 
390 ± 90 
500 ± 90 
1160 ±140 
1500 ±150 
1800 ±200 
2600 ±200 
2600 ±200 
3500 ±300 
5100 ±200 
4700 ±200 
4500 ±200 
4400 ±200 
4300 ±200 
3600 ±200 
3700 ±210 
3300 ±190 
3000 ±210 
2800 ±160 
2400 ±150 
2100 ±150 
1510 ±130 
1220 ±120 
790 ±100 
Table 5.6 Experimental values of / ( X F ) at 250 GeV/c. 
32 Ge\/c K+p experiment gives η = 3.63 + 0.24·41. 
Comparing the da/dxp or /{xp) spectra for K" in K+p and π+ρ reactions 
at 250 Ge\yc in figures 5.4 and 5.5 we see that they are practically the same in the 
backward c m . hemisphere (xp < 0 ) both in shape and in absolute values. This can 
be understood from the fact that proton fragmentation dominates the distributions 
in the backward region in both reactions. However, in the forward ( X F > 0 ) region 
the Kn spectrum in reaction (1) is much harder (the fall-off at increasing xp is 
less steep). This is also evident from comparison of the Kn laboratory momentum 
distributions da/dpLAB in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 Ge\7c shown in figure 5.6. 
The additional K" production in the forward region can be explained as being 
due to the contribution of the valence strange s quark fragmentation into Kn in 
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Figure 5.4 The da/dxp distribution for Kn in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 
Ge\yc in comparison with the corresponding data at 32 G e ^ c ' 4 ' 1 1 
and 70 GeV/c'5] 
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Figure 5.5 The invariant /(xp) distributions for K" in reactions (1) and 
(2) at 250 Ge^fc in comparison with the corresponding data at 
32 GeV/c1*'10! and 70 СеЛ/с'5' and with the π ' ρ data at 250 GeV/J14! 
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Figure 5.6 The laboratory momentum distributions for K^ in reactions (1) and 
(2) at 250 GeV/c 
reaction (1). This process is absent in reaction (2). 
5.2.2 T h e c m . rapidity distributions 
The c m . rapidity distributions da/dy of Kn in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 Ge\^c 
are given in table 5.7 and presented in figure 5.7 together with the corresponding 
32 GeV/c data i 4 , 1 0 i . We see that the plateau, a characteristic feature of the central 
production mechanisms, practically absent at 32 GeV/c for reactions (1) and (2), is 
now well seen at 250 Ge\7c. We notice again that in the backward c m . hemisphere 
the da/dy distributions of Kn in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 G e ^ c are very similar. 
However, in the forward hemisphere the plateau extents further and falls off less 
rapidly in Ä"+p than in π + ρ . 
5.2.3 The squared transverse m o m e n t u m distr ibut ions 
The squared transverse momentum distributions do/dpj· for reactions (1) and (2) 
at 250 G e ^ c être tabulated in table 5.8 and presented in figure 5.8 together with 
the data at lower energies'5,10!. The spectra at 250 Ge\7c are well described by 
the sum of the two exponentials 
daldp\. = ае-^т + ce -dp
7
T 
(curves in figure 5.8), with the fitted values of the parameters given in table 5.9. 
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π+ρ 
У 
-4.5±1.5 
-2.7±0.3 
-2.2±0.2 
-1.8±0.2 
-1.4±0.2 
-1.0±0.2 
-0.6±0.2 
-0.2±0.2 
0.2±0.2 
0.6±0.2 
1.0±0.2 
1.4±0.2 
1.8±0.2 
2.1±0.1 
2.3±0.1 
2.5±0.1 
2.7±0.1 
2.9±0.1 
3.1±0.1 
3.3±0.1 
3.6±0.2 
4.2±0.4 
da/dy 
2± 1 
160± 30 
560± 60 
1210± 90 
1720±110 
2170±130 
2480±140 
2460±150 
2860±180 
3260±220 
2540±220 
2800±300 
1800±260 
2010± 60 
1740± 50 
1270± 40 
920± 30 
670± 30 
450± 20 
310± 20 
91± 8 
3± 1 
Table 5.7 Experimental da/dy distributions at 250 GeSfjc 
The da/dp j . distributions for reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GéV/c are also 
presented as a function of the transverse mass 
τηχ = y m2K „ + p\. 
in figure 5.9. These spectra are well described by the single exponential 
da/dptr = ае-Ьтт 
(the straight lines in figure 5.9), with the fitted values of the parameters given in 
table 5.10, although some systematic deviations from this parametrization seem 
to be present at the largest m^-values. 
We also present in table 5.11 the average values of transverse momentum (ρχ) 
and squared transverse momentum (pj·) for Kn in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 
V 
-4.5 ±1.5 
-2.7 ±0.3 
-2.2 ±0.2 
-1.8 ±0.2 
-1.4 ±0.2 
-1.0 ±0.2 
-0.6 ±0.2 
-0.2 ±0.2 
0.2 ±0.2 
0.6 ±0.2 
1.0 ±0.2 
1.4 ±0.2 
1.9 ±0.3 
2.3 ±0.1 
2.5 ±0.1 
2.7 ±0.1 
2.9 ±0.1 
3.1 ±0.1 
3.4 ±0.2 
3.9 ±0.3 
^ P 
da/dy [ßb] 
11 ± 8 
320 ± 70 
700 ±100 
1100 ±130 
1500 ±150 
2100 ±200 
2200 ±210 
2900 ±250 
2700 ±300 
2900 ±300 
3400 ±400 
3700 ±400 
3300 ±400 
4080 ±100 
2980 ±140 
2620 ±130 
2110 ±110 
1570 ± 90 
730 ± 40 
74 ± 10 
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Figure 5.7 The cm. rapidity distributions da/dy for the Kn in reactions (1) 
and (2) at 250 Ge^c 
K+p 
pir [{GeV/cY 
0.025 ±0.025 
0.100 ±0.050 
0.200 ±0.050 
0.300 ±0.050 
0.400 ±0.050 
0.525 ±0.075 
0.675 ±0.075 
0.850 ±0.100 
1.050 ±0.100 
1.275 ±0.125 
1.550 ±0.150 
1.875 ±0.175 
2.250 ±0.200 
2.700 ±0.250 
3.325 ±0.375 
dvldpir \ab (GeVyfc)-*] 
51100 ± 
32100 ± 
16000 ± 
10200 ± 
6500 ± 
3800 ± 
2000 ± 
1120 ± 
570 ± 
230 ± 
300 ± 
110 ± 
90 ± 
38 ± 
22 ± 
2200 
1200 
900 
700 
500 
300 
200 
100 
100 
60 
80 
40 
30 
20 
15 
π+ρ 
pir [(GeV/c)* 
0.050±0.050 
0.150±0.050 
0.275±0.075 
0.425±0.075 
0.600±0.100 
0.800±0.100 
1.025±0.125 
1.300±0.150 
1.650±0.200 
2.050±0.200 
2.500±0.250 
3.075±0.325 
daldpir [^ b (GeV/c)-^] 
71000± 
35000± 
13000± 
4000± 
3000± 
2100± 
930± 
360± 
390± 
220± 
70± 
23± 
3000 
2300 
1000 
500 
400 
400 
210 
100 
130 
90 
40 
16 
Table 5.8 Experimental dafdpj. distributions at 250 СеЛ^с 
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Figure 5.8 The da/dpj. differential cross sections for the Kn in reactions (1) 
and (2) at 250 GeV c^ together with the 70 Ge^c dataW for reaction 
(1) and 32 GeV/c data'10 ' for reaction (2). The curves represent the 
result of a fit by the sum of two exponentials, with the parameters 
given in table 5.9. 
a[mb/(GeV/c)"] 
¿[(GeV/c)"2] 
c[mb/(GeV/c)2] 
d[(GeV/C)-2] 
K+p^KnX 
108 ± 9.0 
8.92 ±0.71 
5.42 ± 1.65 
1.76 ±0.23 
π+ρ - KnX 
52.4 ±2.9 
5.69 ±0.33 
1.96 ± 0.96 
1.47 ±0.32 
Table 5.9 Fits of the da/dpj. distributions for reaction (1) and (2) at 250 Ge\fc 
by the sum of two exponentials ae FT + ce ^ 
GeV/c together with the respective data at 32 С е ^ с ' 4 ' 1 0 1 . The values of (ρτ) and 
(pj.) for reaction (2) at 250 Ge\7c are equal to those found at 32 G e ^ c . The values 
for reaction (1) are slightly smaller than those for reaction (2) and also smaller 
than what was found at 32 G e ^ c . 
5.2.4 ( ρ τ ) a s function of Feynman-x 
The dependence of (ρτ) on Feynman-a: for reactions (1) and (2) at 250 G e ^ c is 
shown in figure 5.10. 
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Figure 5.9 The da/dpj. distributions for the Kn in reactions (1) and (2) at 
250 GeV/c as a function of the transverse mass mj-. The straight 
lines represent fits by the single exponential ae~ T with the pa­
rameters given in table 5.10. Note that for the sake of legibility the 
K+p points and parametrization are multiplied by 10. 
a[mb/(GeV/c)4 
M(GeV)-1] 
X2/NDF 
K+p _ κηΧ 
7100 ± 1300 
8.55 ± 0.28 
22/12 
π+ρ -> KnX 
2100 ± 300 
7.17 ±0.18 
9/15 
T a b l e 5.10 Fits of the da/dpj. distributions for reaction (1) and (2) at 250 GéV/c 
by the exponential o e ~ l m T in the range 0.5<mr<2.0 GeV 
It exhibits a usual "sea-gull" form. As one can see from figure 5.10a there 
is an increase of (ρτ) for reaction(l) between 32 and 250 GeV/c in the |a;| > 0.25 
region and a decrease in the central region. The rising of the large xp wing is quite 
similar to what has been found for π " production in this region. The average is 
not weighted with E* to enable us to compare to lower energy data. The sea-gull 
form is only partly due to that phase space effect, as we see in figure 5.11. 
We see that (ρτ) is lower in the region χ > 0 for K^ than for Κ^. This is 
probably due to losses of high ρτ high x ^ Kg in the bubble chamber. 
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Figure 5.10 Average К" transverse momentum (рт) in reactions (1) and (2) at 
250 Ge\/c as a function of Feynman-x. The 32 Ge^c data are from 
ref. [4] 
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F i g u r e 5.11 Average Kn transverse momentum weighted with Ε* (ρτ) E* l n 
reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GeV/c as a function of Feynman-x 
Reaction 
K+p -» KnX 
K+p -» KnX 
π+ρ -» KnX 
7Г+р - KnX 
Pine GeV/c 
250 
32 
250 
32 
(ρτ) GeV/c] 
0.39±0.03 
0.442±0.002 
0.42І0.03 
0.420±0.017 
№) (GeV/c)2 
0.22І0.03 
0.262І0.002 
0.25І0.03 
0.240І0.021 
transverse Table 5.11 The average transverse momentum (ρτ) a n d squared t  
momentum (pj·) for K" in reactions (1) and (2) at 250 GeV/c&nd 
32 GeVfcl4·10] 
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CHAPTER б 
Comparison with Models 
NDERSTANDING the experimental data available involves a theoretical descrip­
tion of the reaction under study. This theory is used to predict measurable 
quantities that are compared to the data. Discrepancies between the two values 
lead to refinement and tuning of the model. 
The existing theory for the strong interactions studied in this thesis, Quantum 
Chromo Dynamics (QCD) is only partly applicable here since the low ρχ processes 
dominating at our energy, cannot be calculated by QCD. Phenomenological models 
based on QCD do provide numerical predictions of low ρχ processes. However, 
these predictions are usually limited to very few characteristics and cover only 
the 'fragmentation regions', where remnants of the initial hadrons dominate. A 
comprehensive review of the parton model for low ρχ processes can be found in 
[1]· 
A very convenient way to predict any measurable quantity is to simulate 
the process, in our case the hadronic interactions, in a computer program. The 
program is used to generate a large sample of interactions. The diversity in the 
properties of 'real' events is built into the simulated events by distributing these 
properties in a quasi-random way by generating series of random numbers. These 
random numbers gave the programs the name 'Monte-Carlo' generators. From 
the existing literature on the subject (e.g. [2]) details about the technique may be 
obtained. 
The 'events' that come out of such a simulation are subjected to the same 
kind of analysis done on real events. It is even possible to fold experimental im­
perfections such as measurement errors and limited acceptance into the simulated 
events. That way one can perform a fair comparison on the one hand and estimate 
the effect of the imperfections on the other. 
6.1 The Monte Carlo Generators 
The programs we use follow roughly the same scheme, inspired by the Lund 
model' 3 !. One assumes the reaction takes place in 3 phases: 
1. Since the interacting hadrons are colorless, the hadrons are split into colored 
fragments (quarks, anti-quarks, diquarks and anti-diquarks) that interact via 
gluon exchange. 
2. The color field formed between the interacting objects gives rise to a 'string' or 
'chain'. The objects lose their kinetic energy as the string is being stretched. 
Along the string (di)quark-anti(di)quark pairs are created and the string is 
split up at their creation point into two lighter strings. The process is iterated 
over until the strings are light enough to be assigned the mass of a known 
и 
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particle. 
The (di)quark-(anti)diquarks are generated according to the function 
e
—f roT _ e —fm e - f p T 
where к = 1 GeV/fm, the energy density of the field. 
3. The strings hadronize into known hadrons. Of those, the unstable ones decay 
into final state particles. 
The Lund group has developed a Monte Carlo generator program simulating this 
scheme for a large variety of interaction types and energies, from e+e~ annihilation 
to nucleus-nucleus interactions. It is set up such that stages 2 and 3 are universal 
for all interaction types, and interaction dependent features enter only in stage 1. 
The differences between the models for hadron-hadron interactions we compare in 
this chapter can also be built into this phase. A comprehensive introduction to 
the models and Monte Carlo generators used in this thesis can be found in [4]. 
6.1.1 T h e J E T S E T fragmentation scheme 
The program JETSETl 5 ] simulating stage 2 and 3 has been used to compare model 
predictions to many e+e~ and hadron-hadron experiments. The parameters gov­
erning the exact distributions of the resulting events have been tuned so as to 
give a picture as consistent as possible with all observations. Many effects that 
turned out to be essential from either experimental or theoretical point of view 
were incorporated. 
We use version 6.3 of this program with all parameters set to the default 
value. The only modification involves the incorporation of the tensor (Jpc = 
2 + + ) mesons /2(1270), /2(1525), «^(ШО) and ^ ( 1 4 3 0 ) and their decays. We 
modified the standard ratio of 50:50 for generating a pseudo-scalar or a vector 
meson to 50:35:15 for pseudo-scalar:vector:tensor. One should note that due to 
mass differences this is not the proportion in which the particles from the three 
classes are actually produced. 
6.1.2 The 'standard' L U N D low ρ χ hadron-hadron scheme 
Together with the introduction of the fragmentation scheme, described by the 
J E T S E T program, the Lund group introduced models and generator programs for 
e
+
e~ and low ρχ hadron-hadron interactions. 
In this model a single string is fragmented. Only one quark of each initial 
hadron interacts. The rest of the hadron is thought of as a spectator system. 
These parts of each initial particle are positioned at the ends of the string. 
The interacting quarks are distributed according to their structure functions 
along the string. An example configuration can be depicted as follows: 
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The interacting valence quark is positioned on the string according to the form 
/ К * ) = 2 ( 1 - * ) . 
At lower energies the model was quite successful. However, when attempts 
were made to time it to higher energies, without losing the agreement with the older 
data, serious problems were encountered. In addition it turned out that models 
more popular from theoretical point of view could be simulated using J E T S E T . 
At present, the low ρχ Lund scheme is abandoned even by its creators, in 
the sense that no efforts are being made to adapt the model to new data. For 
completeness we will compare our data with the prediction based on this Monte 
Carlo. 
6.1.3 The Dual P a r t o n M o d e l 
The interaction picture according to the Dual Parton Model is quite different. The 
most important ingredient in this model is the Topological Unitarization. In the 
Monte Carlo version based on this model each of the incoming hadrons splits up 
into 2 fragments; a meson into a quark and an antiquark, a baryon into a quark 
and a diquark. The interaction is described by 2 strings (in recent versions even 
more) that are stretched between the fragments as depicted below. 
uu-
The fraction of the energy given to each of the strings is based on the structure 
functions given in [6] 
/"W = яп Л „Ì*""^ - x)"" 
B{1 - α „ 1 - α , ) 
for (di)quarks i and j in hadron ^(¿j). The α 1 ι 7 are the corresponding intercepts 
of the Regge trajectories and В is the beta-function. The Monte Carlo version for 
this model, based on the Lund Ftagmentation Scheme, has been created by NA22 
members. First results using this program can be found in [7]. 
6.1.4 T h e F R I T I O F M o d e l 
Recently, the Lund group proposed a competing two-string model which they gave 
the name F R I T I O F . In this model the incoming hadrons are excited. This results 
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in 2 strings, each between the quarks of one of the hadrons. The version we use is 
2.0. A full description of this version can be found in [8]. 
uu £· 
d £ 
The two systems of mass Mi and M2 are generated according to 1/Mf M l , for 
Mi > m¿ and Mi + M2 < y/s. The cutoff values m¿ depend on the flavor of the 
valence quarks. They are set to the mass of the incoming hadron. However, in the 
case of meson beams this results in too high a yield of low mass strings. Therefore, 
the cutoff values for π + and K+ beams are set to the masses of the ρ and Ä'*(892) 
mesons, respectively. 
The present version of the model includes the possibilities of multi-gluon ra-
diation and a scheme for hard parton scattering. The latter process is assumed 
to occur in a fraction of the generated events. Its cross section is calculated in [9] 
and increases with the interaction energy 3. 
6.2 Inclusive Kn Distributions 
In this section we will compare the prediction of the Monte Carlo programs to the 
inclusive Kn distributions. A comparison of inclusive charged particle distributions 
can be found in [4]. In all figures we will use the convention that the solid Une 
describes the DPM prediction, the dash-dotted one FRITIOF and the dashed line 
follows the prediction of the 'standard' LUND lovr-ρτ model. 
In figure 6.1 the do/dxp distribution is compared, the structure function 
/(XF) in figure 6.2. The 'standard' LUND model exhibits strong deviations from 
the data. In the region near xp = 0 the prediction is too low for both interactions 
- 7г+р and K+p. At χ F > 0.5 the K+p prediction overestimates the data slightly. 
Both 2-string models describe the data well in both figures. However, the 
DPM prediction is slightly better in the central region, whereas both are slightly 
too low in the region of χ ρ > 0 for ir+p. 
The rapidity distribution da/dy is compared in figure 6.3. The standard 
version and to less extent FRITIOF and DPM show a peak in cross section near 
y = 3 for the K+p interactions. This peak cannot be observed in the data. In this 
region the influence of the valence s quark from the K* beam particle is important. 
Evidently, this influence is overestimated by the models. In the central region the 
data are again best approximated by DPM and worst by standard LUND. In the 
7Γ+ρ case all predictions, including DPM, are too low. 
The ρ j . distribution is compared in figure 6.4. The data come exclusively from 
K% decays in the bubble chamber. 
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Figure 6.1 The άσ/άχρ experimental distribution for Kn at 250 GeVc The 
lines describe the model predictions. 
At low values of the transverse momentum (pj· < 1 Ge\7c2) the models all 
describe the d a t a well. Only at the smallest values of p\< the predictions are too 
low. (Note that a deviation in this region of highest cross section has an important 
effect on the integrated cross section.) However, at high ρ\> ' s tandard' LUND is 
clearly off and the DPM prediction is a little too low. FRITIOF, on the other 
hand, describes the experimental points remarkably well up to the highest values. 
The (energy weighted) average value of pj· is shown as function of χ ρ in figure 
6.5. Неге Ä ^ points can be compared also. We see that these points indicate a 
higher average ρτ than the K% points in the corresponding region. 
None of the models describes the data. As was observed for π " production'4) 
the 'wings' at high \χρ\ axe lower than the data in all predictions. Although 
FRITIOF predicted the da/dp^ distributions very well it is clear that the Xf 
dependence of the ρτ distribution is not described by this Monte Carlo at all. 
This is in particular true for ir + p. 
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Figure 6.2 The /(XF) distribution for Kn and the model predictions 
6.3 Subtracting π+ρ from K+p - the effect of the strange 
quark 
In this section we come back to the 'fate of the anti-strange valence quark'. Strange 
particles like Kn can either originate from 
a. fragmentation of the s valence quark in the K+ beam particle, 
b . fragmentation of a non-strange valence quark or 
e. ss pair production. 
The first process is only present in K+p interactions. In the я"1" particle 2 non-
strange quarks are present, whereas in the K+ only 1. Therefore, the second 
process occura twice as often in ir+p thou in K+p. 
We assume pair production is independent of the valence quarks. In addition, 
we assume that Kn production is not different from the production of any other 
strange particle. It has to be stressed that these assumptions are merely a rough 
approximation. In figure 6.6 we plot the difference in production rate for Kn in 
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Figure 6.3 The da/dy distribution for Kn and the model predictions. 
K+p and π+ρ interactions 
da(K+p) <1σ(π+ρ) 
σ(Κ+ρ) dxf σ(π+ρ) dip 
This formula is properly normalized for the difference in cross section between π + ρ 
and K+p interactions. The terms are , therefore, proportional to the sum of the 
three processes for Kn production described above. К we denote the contributions 
of these three processes by T 0 , Tj and T e , the plotted difference would represent 
T
a
 — TV Since all Τ are positive, the difference is a lower estimate of T
e
. 
The experimental data show that the plotted difference is clearly positive in 
the forward region, in agreement with the assumption Kn production is dominated 
by A'"*" fragmentation in that region. Flrom the distribution in χ ρ we see that it 
is still positive at χ ρ = 0 and is compatible with 0 only for a: ρ < —0.2. This 
means that at our energy the influence of the strange valence quark is felt in the 
backward hemisphere. 
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π+ρ 
F i g u r e 6.4 The da/dpj. distribution for Kn and the model predictions. 
Pr2 [(GeV/c) 2 ] 
The difference plotted in this figure is interesting in particular in the context 
of the dilemma between DPM and FRITIOF. The data presented in the previous 
section are not decisive as to which of the two should be preferred. For this distri­
bution the predictions of both models at increasing energy are mutually exclusive, 
however. 
Since in the D P M approach the valence з quark is always on the high χ ρ end 
of a string, the high energy prediction of the model is that the influence of that 
quark (and with it process a.) would concentrate at xp « 1· In F R I T I O F the s 
quark is part of the time on the low xp end of a string, and part of the time at 
the high xp end. This means that at increasing energy it would show two peaks, 
one at high positive χ ρ and one at high negative χ p. 
At what energy this extreme behavior should be dominant is not predicted by 
the model. It is clearly not the case at our energy. However, the F R I T I O F curve 
is a little wider than the DPM curve. Moreover, although it is still a very small 
effect, a two-peak structure is visible in the centrad region. 
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Our data are best predicted by FRITIOF in the central region. However, 
in the region where the assymptotic predictions differ, both models agree at our 
energy, both with our data and with each other. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Summary and Conclusions 
'f N this thesis a detailed study of Kn inclusive production in /f+p and π + ρ in-
-*' teractions at 250 Ge\Jfc, the highest energy now available for positive meson 
beams, was presented. The experimental data were compared to model predic­
tions. The main results can be summarized as follows. 
• In the beam momentum range between 16 and 250 Ge\/cthe inclusive Kn 
cross section and the average K\ multiplicity per inelastic collision increase 
logarithmically with the squared cm. energy s, with the same rate for Jf+p 
and тг+р collisions. 
• This rise is explained by production processes involving more than one strange 
particles in the central region and agrees with e.g. the predictions of the 
quark-combinatorics model of Anisovich et al. 
• At 250 Ge\yc the average .K5 multiplicity increases linearly with the charged 
particle multiplicity in complete analogy with the behavior previously ob­
served for π 0 production at high energies. 
• The Kn Feynman-i and cm. rapidity distributions are practically identical 
in the backward cm. hemisphere for ΛΓ+ρ and π + ρ reactions, but differ in the 
forward cm. hemisphere due to presence of the valence s-quark fragmentation 
in ΛΓ+ρ. 
• A plateau develops in the Κn cm. rapidity distribution do/dy in K+p and 
7г+р reactions at 250 Ge\yc. In the beam momentum range 32(70) - 250 Ge\/c, 
a rise of the da/dy and invariant f{x) distributions is observed in the central 
region. 
• The К" squared transverse momentum distributions da/dpj. are very similar 
in K+p and π + ρ reactions at 250 GeWfc They are described by the sum of 
two exponentials 
do/dpir = ае-ірт + &-*& 
or, as a function of transverse mass τηχ , by a single exponential 
daldp2T = ae-
bmT
. 
The average Kn transverse momentum is shown to be constant for π+ρ and 
slightly decreasing for K+p in the 32 - 250 Ge^c beam momentum range. A 
decrease in (ρτ) is seen for 7r+p in the central region, whereas in the | I F | > 0.3 
region we observe an increase. This is similar to what was observed for π" 
production. 
Monte Carlo predictions of the 2-chain models DPM and FRITIOF describe 
the experimental data reasonably well. The longitudinal distributions /(XF), 
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da/dip and da/dy are predicted slightly better by DPM, whereas the high p^ 
tail in da/dpj· is better reproduced by FRITIOF. However, the average ρχ, 
as predicted by the latter, does not depend as strongly on i f as the data -
(ρτ) in the xp « 0 region is predicted too high by this model. These features 
were also seen in the predictions of these models for π~ production. 
• Assuming that the difference between Kn production in K+p and π+ρ re­
actions is a measure of the influence of the valence s quark, we presented 
evidence that this influence is still present at x¡¡· и —0.2. 
• The prediction of DPM and FRITIOF of the difference in Kn production 
in K+p and π+ρ reactions shows qualitative agreement with our data. The 
different high-energy behavior of the two models is not seen at our energy. 
However, first evidence is there. 
SAMENVATTING 
Inclusieve Productie van Neutrale 
Vreemde Deeltjes in Tr+fK+p 
Interacties bij 250 GeV/c 
ATERIE bestaat uit atomen. Zo'n atoom bestaat uit een kleine, massieve 
kern met daaromheen elektronen. De kem, op zijn beurt, bevat protonen 
en neutronen. 
Dit proefschrift bevat een analyse van een experiment in Hoge Energy- of 
Elementaire Deeltjes Fysica. In deze tak van Natuurkunde houdt men zich bezig 
met onderzoek naar de interne structuur van protonen, neutronen en elektronen 
enerzijds en de krachten die op deze deeltjes van invloed zijn anderzijds. Het 
onderzoek bestaat voor een groot deel uit het bestuderen van botsingsprocessen 
tussen kerndeeltjes onderling, elektronen onderling en kemdeeltjes en elektronen. 
Hieruit is gebleken dat er naast protonen, neutronen en elektronen een scala 
aan deeltjes bestaat. Een grote groep hiervan ondergaat, net als kemdeeltjes, de 
sterke kracht, die de kern bij elkaar houdt. Deze groep deeltjes wordt hadronen 
genoemd. 
De diversiteit van de hadronen kan verklaard worden door ze te beschouwen 
als objecten, die opgebouwd zijn uit 'quarks' en 'antiquarks' (we gebruiken de 
term 'quarks' verder om zowel quarks als antiquarks aan te duiden). Deze quarks 
worden in hadronen door de sterke kemkracht bij elkaar gehouden. 
De verbinding tussen quarks in een hadron is zo sterk, dat de energie, die 
nodig is om de quarks uit elkaar te trekken, groter is dan de daaraan equivalente 
massa van een quark-antiquark paar. Als gevolg daarvan kunnen quarks zich alleen 
in hadronen bevinden; het verbreken van de verbinding tussen de quarks van één 
hadron zal het ontstaan van een nieuw hadron tot gevolg hebben, maar nooit een 
los quark, tenzij er van zeer extreme omstandigheden sprake is. 
De tot nu toe waargenomen hadronen kunnen met behulp van 5 soorten quarks 
verklaard worden. De meeste modellen gaan uit van 6 soorten. Protonen en 
neutronen bevatten alleen de twee lichtste soorten quarks, 'up' en 'down'. Ook 
de 7r-mesonen bevatten alleen deze lichte quarks. De deeltjes die bij een botsing 
geproduceerd worden hebben de meeste kans om lichte quarks te bevatten. 
Na de up en down quarks is het vreemde (strange) quark het lichtst. Dit quark 
speelt een centrale rol in dit proefschrift. De lichtste deeltjes die een dergelijk quark 
bevatten zijn de Jf-mesonen of kaonen. 
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Het N A 2 2 Exper iment 
In het in dit proefschrift beschreven experiment wordt een bundel geladen π+ 
en K+ deeltjes op protonen in een bellenvat geschoten. De uit deze botsingen 
ontstane deeltjes kunnen in het bellenvat en de daarachter opgestelde detectoren 
waargenomen worden. 
Dit experiment werd in de Proton Super Synchrotron in het Europees Cen­
trum voor Kernonderzoek (CERN) in Genève uitgevoerd door een samenwerkings-
verband van 11 laboratoria uit 8 landen (Aken, Brussel/Antwerpen, Berlijn-
Zeuthen, Helsinki, Krakow, Moskou, Nijmegen, Rio de Janeiro, Serpukhov, 
Warschau en Yerevan) in de zomer van 1982 en 1983. In deze tijd verzamelde 
men gegevens van ca. 700 000 mogelijke botsingen. 
Eén van de doelstellingen van het experiment is inzicht te krijgen in het lot 
van het vreemde quark, dat zich in het K+ bundeldeeltje bevindt. Hiervoor is het 
nodig de 'vreemde' botsingsproducten te herkennen. 
D i t proefschrift 
In dit proefschrift concentreren we ons op de neutrale kaonen, die bij het botsings-
proces geproduceerd worden. Na hoofdstuk 1, een wat uitgebreidere introductie 
dan deze, wordt in hoofdstuk 2 de experimentele opstelling behandeld. Hoofdstuk 
3 bevat een beschrijving van de computer programmas, die de detector-informatie 
combineren tot beschrijvingen van een botsingsproces. In hoofdstuk 4 gaan we in 
op de selectie van 
a. gebeurtenissen, die we in de analyse gaan gebruiken en 
b. van de neutrale kaonen. 
Ook de correcties, die nodig zijn om de optredende verliezen te compenseren, 
komen hier ter sprake. 
In hoofdstuk 5 worden onze experimentele gegevens gepresenteerd en vergele-
ken met data uit eerdere experimenten. Hoofdstuk 6 bevat een vergelijking van 
onze data met modelvoorspellingen. De belangrijkste conclusies worden in hoofd-
stuk 7 samengevat. 
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Lex Scholten 
Stellingen 
I 
Het κ'ρ experiment bij 250 Ge^fc in Fermilab onderschat, in zijn berekening van 
K'g productie, de verliezen van snelle Λ'5. 
(BOGERT ET AL., Phya. Rev. D16(1977) 2098) 
II 
Alle natuurwetenschappelijke tijdschriften zouden een elcctronisch archief moeten 
aanleggen dat de gepubliceerde numerieke gegevens bevat, zodat gebruik van die 
gegevens door anderen mogelijk wordt zonder dat een speurtocht naar de auteurs 
nodig is. 
Ill 
Als doelmatige beveiliging van apparatuur alleen bereikt kan worden door haar 
op te stellen op een plaats waar gebruik nagenoeg onmogelijk is, verdient het 
aanbeveling om van aanschaf van die apparatuur af te zien. 
IV 
Het systeem van zgn. 'potjes', dat bijvoorbeeld vaak voor financiering van aanschaf 
en onderhoud van apparatuur wordt gehanteerd en waarbij het bedrag dat be­
schikbaar is voor een komend jaar lager is naarmate in het daaraan voorafgaande 
jaar van het toegekende bedrag minder is besteed, werkt verspilling in de hand. 
ν 
De argumentatie, dat AIO's worden bezoldigd alsof zij in deeltijd werken omdat 
zij het overige deel van de tijd besteden aan studie, suggereert ten onrechte dat 
onderzoekers, die in ander verband werkzaam zijn en daarvoor een volledig salaris 
ontvangen, kunnen functioneren zonder studie. 
VI 
Het UCCI systeem beveiligt bestanden op magneetband effectiever tegen lezen 
door geauthoriseerde gebruikers dan tegen overschrijven door onbevoegden. 
VII 
Veel artsen betrekken in hun overweging of een patiënt als 'ziek' dient te worden 
beschouwd onvoldoende het feit, dat de metingen die zij daartoe verrichten worden 
vergeleken met statistische gemiddelden die onderhevig zijn aan schommelingen en 
spreiding. 
Ш 
Na een succes in Monte Carlo doet men er goed aan zich te hoeden voor overspan­
nen verwachtingen van wat een volgende poging zal brengen. 
IX 
Positieve discriminatie verschilt van elke andere vorm van discriminatie uitsluitend 
in het feit dat in eerstgenoemde de benadeelde partij genegeerd wordt. 
X 
De term 'running coupling constanV bevat een contradictio in terminis. 
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